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Election rocks ULC, 
moderates receive 
record mandate
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York University students turned out en masse last Wed
nesday, and delivered a severe setback to the re-election pros
pects of the United Left Coalition, the controlling force in this 
year’s central student council.

“It is the beginning of the end for the ULC on campus,” said 
a jubilant Shelley Rabinovitch, who, along with Jay Bell, easily 
defeated the ULC-backed candidates (Robert Kasher and 
Hemraj Ramdath) for the two student positions on York’s 
governing body, the Board of Governors.

Bell and Rabinovitch collected 
811 and 751 votes, respectively, 
compared to Hasher’s 393 and 
Ramdath’s 348.

The Board of Governors by- 
election was the first time the 
ULC had gone to the polls as a 
party since last spring, when Dale 
Ritch and the then ULS swept the 
CYSF elections.

Both Bell and Rabinovitch said 
they depended heavily on an anti- 
ULC backlash for the lop-sided 
win and the large voter turnout 
(nearly 1,200 students voted in last 
Wednesday’s by-election, com
pared to only 1,300 in last spring’s 
CYSF elections).

“About 95 per cent of the cam
pus thinks the ULC is the United 
Left Circus,” Bell told Excalibur,
Monday, explaining his sur
prisingly easy victory. “People he added, 
are fed up with the coalition.

“I think a lot of people were an- 
ti-ULC, getting them out to vote 
was another matter,” continued 
Bell. He credited his 50 or so can
vassers, “who cared enough to 
knock on doors and distribute coalition, 
leaflets” for the large turnout.

Claiming support from the NDP, 
the Liberal and Progressive Con
servative clubs on campus, Bell 
said his and Rabinovitch’s election 
showed that students were fed up 
with “radical confrontation”.

Ritch, who was in an unusually 
sober mood Tuesday, said he had 
considered carefully the results of 
the election over the past four 
days and dismissed Bell’s and 
Rabinovitch’s statements that the 
election results pointed to a 
shrinking support for the ULC on eluded.
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J2campus. He did, however, admit a 
that the anti-ULC backlash played » 
a role in the election of Bell and 
Rabinovitch.

“It wasn’t too important an elec
tion,” Ritch said Tuesday. “I’m 
not too worried about the results 
because basically students voted 
for the ULC programme.

“They (students) voted for Jay 
(Bell) and Shelley (Rabinovitch), 
who posed themselves as ‘serious 
candidates’ running on a left 
programme, but in time the 
students will realize that they are 
not serious at all,” predicted Ritch.

Responding to Ritch’s analysis,
Bell called the differences bet
ween his platform and that of the 
ULC, “significant”. “I would say the site for a new $2.5 million in- 
that the ULC, as usual, are being door-outdoor sports complex by 
quite selective about the truth,” the Metro Parks Commission, last

Thursday.
The Commission said ‘yes’ to
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It was closing time at the Orange Snail and the 
guys were stumbling out. "Heh!" mumbled one. 
"Anybody here want his car dumped in Stong 
lake?" "Yeah, mine," mumbled another. "She 
ain't been running so hot." So, they all put on 
their coats and lumbered out to the parking lot

and pushed and yelled and got the damn thing 
shifted into neutral (she wouldn't start). And 
that's how the car above got dumped. Security 
director George Dunn was angry at first but he 
sent over a security guard who waded out and 
ticketed the car, so now everyone's happy.

York lands $2.5 million stadium
accept the offer, York was again in resemble the subway at 5:00 
the running for the stadium.

The combined indoor and out- and we will need them full time, 24 
door track and field complex will hours a day. There is no way we 
be one of the finest in Canada. It can share it with York, 
will be one of the few stadiums 
equipped with an indoor 200 meter 
tracks, as well as an 8-lane out
door track.

By IAN MULGREW
o’clock. We need new facilities

York University was named as

“We are demanding that York 
sign control of the land over to 
Metro,” he added. “We will not be 
able to allow York students or 

The building itself will cover one faculty to use the facilities. If they 
and a half acres. If the stadium is 
built, it will be the time Metro has 
shared a facility with a university.
Shared facilities are not new in 
Ontario, however; Laurentian possibility of transferring control 
University has a similar of the York stadium to Metro, 
arrangement with Sudbury.

Paul Kellogg, a leading can
didate to represent the ULC in this the proposal put forth by Orval 
spring’s presidential election, McKeough, York’s director of 
dissented from Ritch’s view of the development, on the condition that 
election, and said the results the Commission and the University 
spelled trouble ahead for the can reach an agreement on con

ditions before January 31,1976.
The motion, passed by the parks

give us the land for the stadium it 
will be a purely philanthropic act. ”

McKeough discounted any
“In the minds of some people, 

and the handbook helped in this, commission last Thursday, will 
the ULC are a bunch of bleary- come before Metro Council for 
eyed radicals trying to blow up the ratification next Tuesday. If it 
university,” he said. “We’ve got to receives ratification at the council 
talk, and talk to students and meeting, the proposal will then go 
patiently explain what we’re before the municipal board for 
trying to do.

“If the ULC is defeated in next

“The only way that York is 
prepared to let the complex be 
built here is if it is realised that 
the stadium will be shared,” said 
McKeough. “This means that 
York staff and students would be 
allowed to use the facilities as well.

Bruce Kidd, head of the Ontario 
Track and Field Association’s ( OT- 
FA) Facilities Development Com
mittee, feels that the choosing of 
York as the site for the complex, 
was a big mistake.

funding.
York’s chances of being picked 

spring’s elections, it will represent as the site were almost totally 
a very large setback for the eliminated last month when the 
student movement at York, and in Commission had decided to save 
some ways, for the student money be improving existing 
movement in Canada,” he con- facilities in East York. But when

the muncipality decided not to

“At the moment the OFT A uses 
the facilities that are at the CNE;

“It is our belief that an 
arrangement to this effect can be 

these are horrible,” said Kidd, brought about with the parks com- 
“They lack proper changing areas mission. This is, and has to be one 
and are so overcrowded that they of our conditions,” he added.

Entrepreneurs turn essay-swapping into a business
developed a new “look” in theBy MICHELINA TRIGIANI

In 1968, a Social Science past five years due to the ap- 
student did a survey 
plagiarism at York and five term paper services, 
discovered that over 60 per cent R- Goranson, a psychology 
of fourth-year students had professor at York and the tea- 
either borrowed or loaned a cher involved in the ’68 study, 
paper to be handed in as an describes the change as a shift 
original. from “an informal arrangement

Last week, an Arts student between friends to a business.”
Ron Connort, president of Ter-

questioning of the structure of 
the university system. Since 
term paper services bring out for 
public scrutiny the problem of 
cheating in educational in
stitutions, teachers and ad
ministrators are among the most 
affected and troubled.

C.E. Rathé, chairman of the 
French Literature Dept, at York, 
deplores the fact that there is a 
market for term papers. 
Kathryn Koenig, an associate 
dean of Arts, finds the idea 
repugnant. “I’d be angry and 
sad if I discovered this from a 
student of mine.”

Students voice opposing at
titudes. “I think it’s fine,” says 
one. “It’s only a piece of paper 
anyway.”

Nirvana Valencich, a first year 
Arts student feels differently. 
“There’s a certain satisfaction in 
getting back your own work,” 
she said.

Paul Culliton, a Phys. Ed. Custom Essays, another term 
student agrees. “My own code of paper outlet, explains why 
ethics wouldn’t allow me to do students come to buy papers, 
it,” he said. “I like to do things 
myself.”

of pearance in the city of at least
“Basically, we get students 

who are really desperate.” Derek 
Another student feels there’s Sim started the business when he 

nothing wrong with the services was at Ryerson. He remembers 
because they help you buy time when his teachers threw on extra 
if your work load is too heavy. A assignments “andhejustcouldn’t 
former teacher, now a student, cope. “You get some pretty 
says, “That’s not why I’m here, frustrated people in here.”
People who use these services 
are just looking for an easy way 
out.”

casually said, “Sure there’s a 
lot of borrowing going on. I’ve mpapers Service, a Toronto 
lent most of my essays.” based company, believes it is 
Another student offers a more this open profit-making aspect 
detailed description of the prac- which upsets people. “There’s 
tice. “There’s an essay circle always been a re-cycling of 
here. If you’re in the market for essays in universities in one way 
an essay, there are students or another. The only difference is 
around who’ll help you out. that we’ve made a business of it 
Everyone knows about it, too. It and have had the audacity to ad- 
goes on here and it goes on at the vertise. There is a need for this 
U. of T.” service.”

. These findings and ob- This new, highly professional 
servations suggest that cheating aspect of a formerly less than 
on essays continues to be a sue- public practice sparks thought 
cessful practice at this univer- and discussion from all sides, 
sity. Plagiarism, though, has And the idea of “need” leads to a

But he doesn’t place the blame 
completely on teachers. “The 
need for our service is due to 

Why do students plagiarise? inadequate planning on the part of 
What drives or motivates them , both students and teachers.” 
to this practice? All sides offer a 
variety of explanations and ex- Margaret Watson, an academic 

administrative assistant in the 
_ . . ., . Humanities Department does not
The student’s mos common agree. «j think it’s basic 

justification for cheating is his laziness,” she said. “It’s perfectly 
work load. If I were in a very dear that students can do the 
tight situation,” says one student work...I’ve never heard from a 
against the practice, “I’d give it student that he’s been over- 
senousthought.” - - --

Bruce Moran, a spokesman for

cuses.

worked.”
Continued on page 25
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York food committee demands 
termination of catering contractSeason's Greetings

from
By PAUL KELLOGG

In a landslide decision, the 
programme of the Food Action 
Committee (FAC) was over
whelmingly endorsed by the York 
studenty body in last week’s food 
referendum.

The mandate comes as the 
cafeteria scene in Complex II 
becomes increasingly gloomy. Ac
cording to Steve Dranitsaris, 
Residence Secretary for Stong 
College, close to 30 students, twice 
as many as this time last year, 
have left Stong residence, most of 
them sighting the impossibility of 
the food situation as the major 
reason.

“The students are simply fed up 
with the university’s food service. 
They can’t eat Commercial’s food 
and they can’t pay their prices,” 
said Dranitsaris.
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Store

IMewtonbrook Plaza
5823 Yonge Street 

Willowdale 
222 7392

Oshawa Shopping Centre
Shops Tip Top 
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576 2323
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GROWING CLAMOUR
In response to the growing 

clamour against Commercial 
Caterers, the University Food Ser
vices Committee (UFSC) took a 
position at last weeks meeting in 
support of the Bethune and Stong 
demands that Commercial
Caterers be removed. UFSC sent a Complex II is threatening to terminate Commercial Caterers’ contract. Rill 
liter to Bill Small, vice-president Foods may be asked to take over the Complex, 
in charge of administration, 
demanding that “the contract with 
Commercial Caterers be ter
minated in Complex II” and that 
Small meet with the UFSC to im
mediately find alternate 
arrangements for the students in 
Stong and Bethune.

The UFSC position differs from 
FAC’s on one important point. UF
SC considers the possibility of 
replacing Commercial with 
another caterer. FAC rejects that 
possibility out of hand.
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honestly don’t think he can do as 
“It would be damned near im- good a job as Commercial. In fact, 

possible to implement FAC’s the prospect of Ritch running 
proposal next term,” Bethune Complex II cafeterias makes me 
master loan Davies told Excalibur worried for the kids. It would be a 
on Tuesday. “It’s something. to disaster, 
consider for next year, but we 
need some more concrete 
proposals.”

However, next year may be too was told to run things on a non
profit basis, it just wouldn’t work. 
The caterers would simply 
disguise profits by distorting real 
costs. The apparent real costs can 
be jacked up very high and no one 
can tell,” concluded Rill.

In the failing light of Com
mercial’s cafeterias and the af
termath of a heated Stong residen
ce council meeting, which gave 
serious consideration to the FAC 
programme, a member of the 
council summed up the looming 
food crisis.

“There’s a lot more militancy 
here than there was in Septemberr 
We all have our own horror stories 
about high prices and piss-all 
quality. Commercial has got to go 
and if it means a boycott, the 

“I think it would be fun to watch picket-lines will be awfully 
Dale Ritch run the place. I crowded.”

DAMNED IMPOSSIBLE+'c.
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his.d punnetpoa
niae-i"8l/6*rts NO PROFITS

“The FAC doesn’t realize oneRebel

Triangle
thing. If you had a caterer whoRose Hips

late. Caterer for Complex I,
Warren Rill, has often been
suggested as an interim caterer 
for Complex II until the 

NO SOLUTION mechanics for establishing a
A FAC’s programme approved university-run service can be

in the referendum and endorsed worked out. Rill, however,
by CYSF and Bethune College categorically rejected that idea in 
Council, argues that to replace one an interview with Excalibur. 
caterer with another is no

• Free carhartt T-shirts with 
each carhartt purchase

$1.00$1.00
solution. Their claim is that the BUSINESS MAN 

“Listen, I’m a business man. I’dThis coupon entitles the bearer 
to a $1.00 discount on purchase of $10.00 or more 
at any of the following Jeans n ' Things locations
Newtonbrook Shopping Centre Oshawa Shopping Centre 
5823 Yonge Street at Cummer 

Willowdale, Ontario 
222 7392

university should run the 
cafeterias without caterers and only take on Complex II if I also
without profits, with the York got Central Square and a long-
community having real control term contract,” said Rill. “To go 
and final say over all decisions in in for four months and be kicked 
food services. out so Dale Ritch could take over 

The idea finds general ac- would only be a waste of my time
ceptance in principle, but most and money. That’s true for any. 
people involved in food services caterer.” 
question its feasibility for the im
mediate future.

Shops Up Top 
Oshawa, Ontario 

576-2323

$1.00 I$1.00

STEREO WHOLESALERS
OPEN TO THE PUBUC

Harman Kardon 
Sherwood 
Technics 

Fisher 
Elac 
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Thorens
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and many mon 
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If you’re shopping for price Call us!
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Consumer Stereo Warehouse
3406 Yonge St.
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481-0123
Ask about our Price Guarantee
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serving this exciting new cocktail 
that afficionados of the game 

learning to love.
Tia Volley:

A touch of Tia Maria (1 Vaounces) 
topped with 3 dashes of heavy cream 

and a cherry impaled with a 
toothpick. Looks and tastes 
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Nehemiah Richards home for Christmas

Government revokes deportation order
By PAUL KELLOGG, , , in Jamaica and all of his family in Officer with the Immigration affair is that Richards at snmp Graham “Tt's

A week ago today, an Air Canada Canada have a legal right to stay in Department, toldExcalibur 10 days later date will be flown to Jamaica government anthnritioc tüSaf°r
jet left on its daily flight to Jamaica Canada. Yet, because of an bn- ago that “there is no choice but to have anannU^tionf iledTai SevZ LvJl d?
-without Nehemiah Richards. An migration department tech- execute the order... we have to œptedfor ffiXg^tsL?^ £ t ShKhïï

eleventh hour decision by the nicality, he was ordered to leave the abide by the law.” andcomeSTslightest public em-Immigration Department saved coantiy. However, two days la,er. Ralph Sr^mS Ca"a<la Se”l™
5* 222ÎKÏ1 0m ThC *that Cau?*d ^ Errin^ assistant to Robert “It’s a chickenshit solution to a keeping an eyTon tk else to see
deportation, at kast for now. government to reconsider its Andras, was quoted in the Toronto very human problem” said that Andras keens his wnH ”

Threatened with deportation position was sparked by Tory M.P. Star that, although Richards had to P ’ at Andras keeps his word.
because he was not his father’s Tom Cosset. Speaking in the House be deported, “every consideration 
“legitimate” son, Richards’ case of Commons on December 1, Cosset will be taken to bring him back to 
had become the centre of a growing asked that the house put aside all Canada.” 
swirl of protest that eventually other business until Richards’ case The December 2 decision to
forced the government to allow him had been dealt with. He did not get postpone the deportation is history
to remain in Canada. the unanimity such a move would Students at York helped to stay

Richards has lived with his require, but the next day, the hand of immigration 
present family most of his life. His Immigration Minister Robert authorities. On hearing of 
mother is the “only mother that boy Andras announced that Richards Richards’ plight, members of the 
has known” according to his father, could remain in Canada at least United Left Coalition in 
Richards has no friends or relatives until his appeal had been heard. cooperation with members of the

“Everybody was happy about the Third World Students Union and 
matter,” Richards’ father told CYSF, hastily drew up a petition 
Excalibur after the decision was that was circulated on and off 
announced. “We don’t know how 
long he can stay — they (the

BY-ELECTION RESULTS
Just under 1,200 students that he will ask the Board of 

turned out to vote in last Wed- Governors that tuition rates be 
nesday’s Board of Governors by- increased by $2.50 next year, to 
election and NUS and food reflect last Wednesday’s NUS 
referenda, the largest number to referendum and last year’s 
vote in a non-presidential Ontario Federation of Students 
election. referendum, which increased

The two student positions on s^dent fee to OFS to $1.50 
York’s Board of Governors were P61" year- 
won by Jay Bell [811] and AU *our food referendum 
Shelley Rabinovitch [751]. Passed easily, the closest 
Robert Kasher [393] and mar8in being Question No. 3

which would re-hire unem
ployed former Versafood 
workers to operate a university- 
run food service. Ritch said he 

Students also voted, by the was gratified by the food 
margin of 567 to 343, to increase referenda results and added that
the per student allotment to the his council will “continue to 
National Union of Students from press forward for a restruc- 
the present 30 cents to $1.00. taring of the food services at 
CYSF president Dale Ritch said York.”

GAA takes 
dollar grievance 
to Macdonald

campus.
When it was mailed to Andras, it 

Immigration Department) haven’t contained over 200 signatures and 
told us when the appeal will be more have been added since, 
heard, but at least he’s with us for 
Christmas.”

Hemraj Rambath [348] 
representing the ULC, fell far 
short

Gord Graham, one of the ULC 
activists who carried out the 

The Immigration Department petition campaign, was glad that 
Seventy five people attended the changed its position on the Richards could stay in Canada, but 

GAA membership meeting in Richards’case numerous times. At thought the government’s methods 
Curtis “B”, Tuesday, and heard first, it was adamant he had to go. were questionable. As it stands 
president H. Ian Macdonald give Bob O’Bright, an Information now, the most likely outcome of the 
what the meeting’s chairperson,
Ilene Crawford, called “very 
general responses” to questions on 
payrates and other issues.

Topping the agenda was a 
discussion of the GAA’s 
longstanding demand, put forth 
originally in October, for a $360 cost 
of living catch-up that would bring 
pay levels, substantially un
changed since last year, up to date 
with a year of inflation.

“We’re coming up to negotiations 
in January and Macdonald intends 
to deal with this and a lot of other 
things at the bargaining table, ” 
said Crawford.

Contacted later, Macdonald 
agreed “the outlook is not all that 
bright” for York workers seeking 
raises this year. He blamed 
government cutbacks for the tight 
money situation.

“Since we are about to begin 
formal bargaining that was one 
thing we couldn’t talk about at the 
meeting”, he said.

Mark Golden, an executive 
member of GAA, said he “expected 
the university to hide behind a legal 
smokescreen. ” He added that the 
demand “would be kept alive, 
when we present a complete wage 
package, we’re going to start with 
the assumption we’ll get a cost of 
living allowance (cola).”

Golden was critical of York’s 
administration, saying “when the 
government announces cutbacks in 
education, we expect the ad
ministration instead of rolling over 
and playing dead, to fight along 
with us...”

Macdonald, awaiting the an
nouncement of next year’s Ontario 
funding levels for universities, 
commented that the provincial 
government ‘‘has said quite 
explicitly that the universities will 
be governed by wage controls” that 
set a ceiling of 10 per cent on all 
salary increases.

“We’ve had wage controls at this 
university for years, they’re no 
good and they aren’t going to help 
York in the 70s,” argued Golden.

Asked how she viewed their 
January bargaining prospects,
Crawford replied, “Our bargaining 
strength is going to depend on how 
much our membership supports 
us.”

By GORD GRAHAM

SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR YORK UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!

DISCOVER
ISRAEL

THIS SUMMER
FOR ONLY$845.00

PROGRAM INCLUDES:

* ROUND TRIP AIR TRANSPORTATION
* 30 DAYS EXPERIENCE ON A KIBBUTZ
* 17 DAY TOUR
* RETURN TICKET VALID FOR 1 YEAR 

FROM DAY OF DEPARTURE 
(STOP OVER IN EUROPE POSSIBLE)

so

DATE OF DEPARTURE: MAY 2,1975 
DEPOSIT OF $50.00 (non refundable) 
BY APRIL 1,1976.

INTERESTED? QUESTIONS? 
NEED MORE INFORMATION?
ASK FOR LOU IN S101 ROSSShe described how the structure 

of the GAA has progressed with the 
election of shop stewards in most 
departments, who will “act as 
intermediaries to translate 
membership demands into con
crete terms for the relatively few 
people going to the bargaining 
table.”

Shop stewards will also gather 
grievances from GAA members.

PROGRAM ARRANGED BY
THE JEWISH STUDENT FEDERATION
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Special treatment for PLO

Harrassing Palestinians is official policy
n (CUp) -A number of prominent running into harrassment by They have been followed 
Palestinians, intellectuals and Canadian Immigration officials everywhere and confined to very 
diplomatic personnel, have been when coming to speak in Canada, narrow lists of engagements.

Prominent Palestinians have given by the Department of 
been subjected to long in- Justice is that the PLO is an 
terrogations at airports and organization, the membership of 
allowed into Canada only under which is prohibited entry except 
Ministerial Permits. When Dr. under special permit ”
Fayex Sayegh, a distinguished.
Arab scholar and statesman came 
to Canada as guest of honour for 
the Canadian Arab Federation An
nual Meeting he was detained and 
interrogated at the Toronto air
port although he was carrying a 
diplomatic passport as well as his 
United Nations documents.

CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTION Dr. Sayegh himself has reported 
that in this interrogation he had 
stated that he was a member of 
the Palestine National Council of 
the PLO but not a member of one 
of the commando organizations.Super Drugs

On October 9 a distinguish^ 
Palestinian professor, Dr.

Dr. Sayegh had admitted to Ibraham Abou Lughud of Nor- 
membership in the Palestinian thwestem University (US) who 
Liberation Organization. “This un- came to speak to students of 
der Canadian law makes him a Toronto University 
member of a prohibited class... “Palestinian perspectives” 
but under the Nicholson doctrine following Moshe Dayan’s talk on 
he was given a minister’s permit “Israel and Big Powers’’, was also 
for the express purpose of his visit interrogated at the airport, 
to Toronto,” stated minister of im
migration Robert Andras.

CENTRAL SQUARE

• XMAS CARDS

• BOXED CHOCOLATES

• FILM SUPPLIES

on

On June 12 a trade union leader 
(Palestine General Union of 
Palestinian Workers) 
detained and interrogated for 

Mr. McQuarrie then asked three hours. One of the questions 
whether this indicated “that all hammered at him was “Where 
members of the PLO whether they does Arafat live? “What has this 
be priests, clergymen, pacifists or to do with his entering Canada on 
whatever, are not admissable to a visit?
Canada”.

Mr. Andras replied, “The advice

BAN ON PLO was

Appliances - Make-up mirror - Hair dryers
Free wrapping CHARGEX According to Globe and Mail 

reporters Peter Moon and Arnold 
Bruner (October 28) the Canadian 
cabinet has before it a request to 
permit immigration officers at 
port of entry “power without right 
of appeal to refuse entry to any 
foreigner they suspect of 
terrorism”. How will they define 
that phrase?

According to Mr. Andras’ 
statement, would this mean that 
all Palestinians would be turned 
back without even the reference to 
Ottawa accorded to Dr. Lighud? 
In its editorial (October 28) the 
Globe and Mail points out “entire 
national groups one supposes, 
could simply forget about entering 
Canada until after the games.”

This would mean that for an en
tire year, while the question of the 
rights of the Palestinians to 
struggle for the liberation of their 
homeland, is still a controversial 
issue in Canada (although ac
cepted in most countries of the 
world) no Palestinian would be ad
mitted to put the facts as he sees 
them in front of the Canadian 
people.
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1.200 on waiting list

New grad, residence could be ready by 76
By OAKLAND ROSS ce is an indication that York will 

York president H. Ian Mac- *ncrease i*8 emphasis on graduate 
donaid has not yet responded of- programmes' 
fitially to a recommendation that FAVOURABLE POSITION
£L,!TerSit^ build a fifth “That is something which the

Ssw£2F"-“sioe or me campus. have to decide,” he said. “I don’t
The recommendation was want to get ahead of mvceif ana 

presented to Macdonald two say that we shoidd bS 
weeks ago by York’s physical rerfdenS staplfSSuStt 
resources committee. It will be put us in a more Enable X 
discussed at the next meeting of ding position ” 
the president’s council, December 
18.

,y-

«nI i
m j1ll

IE

» * %Macdonald said that it 
possible, though unlikely, that if 
the university decides to go ahead 
with construction of the

was

BASIC NEEDS
“I’ll have some questions to . , ___

ask,” Macdonald told Excalibur 8raduate residence, it could be 
on Tuesday. “I’ll want to know if ready ^or dle 1976-77 academic 
there is a basic need for the
building, the implications for . In any case,” he said, “we’ll 
existing residences, how it will be have. ,,consider ^ Proposal very 
financed — there are a lot of prac- carefully. There is not much 
tical questions.” building going on these days, and

D.A. Nesbitt of York housing y°u certainly don’t want to make a 
services said last week that ap- nustake what you do build.” 
proximately 1,200 graduate 
students have applied for ad
mission to graduate residence 
next Semptember. Although 
many as one-third of these studen
ts may withdraw their ap
plications before September, even 
if the new residence were built, 
there would still not be sufficient 
accommodation.

Macdonald was uncertain how 
the residence would be financed if 
the university decided to go ahead 
with it.

new

w
York student leaves Central Square on 
a fifth residence. way to graduate residences (background). York may soon build

ART

GIGANTICHAPPY HOLIDAY SALE!
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 13. 12:00-6:00 P.M. SUNDAY,

IN BOTH OUR STORES'11
NUMEROUS BEAUTIFUL ART BOOKS ON SALE

Personal Shopping Only, We Reserve Right to Umit Quantities. Free Parking in To

as

DECEMBER 14,1:00*00 P.M.
ADDITIONAL CAPITAL

“We’ll have to test the water 
with the government on that,” he 
said. “They might allow it as an 
additional capital expenditure or 
they might say that the money 
would have to be pulled from other 
projects.” —

Macdonald could not say what 
projects would most likely be af
fected if the provincial govern
ment disallowed the building as an 
additional expenditure.

According to Macdonald, 
universities which emphasize 
graduate studies are in a 
relatively favourable position in 
terms of government funding. 
However, he would neither 

, firm nor deny that the 
templated fifth graduate residen-

WHILE THEY LAST!
ny's Lot Behind Store on Sundays.

FACES OF JESUSE3 PEANUTS JUBILEEHAM IVII I ill l.l150 colour ills, from 
early Christian to 
Modern Times.
Orig. publ. at 35.00

'M.ii <i»i Vi 
'•tdl'* Icufir limitit.uwif 

1 1 ' ■ •• X. | By Charles M. Schultz. 
m r- Numerous colour ills.

Publisher's price Jan. 
■—1st, 39.95.

749I Hi-FACES OF 19"JESUS

IMPRESSIONISTS. VAN GOGH, 
MICHELANGELO,
KLEE. REMBRANDT.
All hardcover containing r 
colour ills.! Publ. by Hamlyn at 4.50.

GUSTAVE KLIMT
Paperback edition by Alessandra 
Comini containing 48 full pages of co
lour plates. Just publ. at 9.95

PRIMITIVE EROTIC ART
Over 200 ills on erotic art throughout 
the world in colour and b/w. Edited by 
Philip Rawson. Orig. publ. at 25.00.

thear^fcSlo!^^^^^^™

The standard work on colour by Johan
nes Itten! 156 pages, 74 full colour ills. 
Published at 55.00.

con-
con- 199

I each 499numerous

Clubs in search 
of a room 599 2999

By DAVE FULLER *
CYSF president Dale Ritch, 

representatives of York’s ethnic 
clubs, and an Excalibur represen
tative met with members of the 
Third World Students’ Union, last 
Wednesday, in an attempt to find 
a meeting room for the club.

The TWSU has been looking for 
a meeting place in the Central 
Square location ever since they 
moved out of Bethune’s room 319, 
a room they had shared with the 
Italian club.

DAVID MIRVISH BOOKS
_______ 597 Markham St (Bloor ft Bathurst)
TORONTO'S MOST EXCITING NEW BOOK STORE! 11

HUNDREDS OF HARDCOVER BOOKS ON A VAST RANGE OF SUBJECTS

ON SALE FOR TWO DAYS ONLY WHILE THEY LAST"'
■ ■ ■

NIJINSKY DANCINGPIZZA PIT
ROLOFF BENY PERSIAROLOFF BE.NY

The discussion centered on the 
desirability of obtaining 
space for ethnic organizations on 
campus. Presently, most ethnic 
groups are nestled in the “Pizza 
Pit” or in the colleges.

The meeting determined that 
current space arrangements were 
not suitable for the needs of the 
clubs, and in view of the fact that 
clubs represent a considerable 
number of students at York, ad
ditional space should be allotted 
for the groups.

Although the meeting made no 
specific decisions on the course of 
action the groups would take, the 
representatives agreed to try and 
persuade club members to join in 
a unified front in an attempt to 
secure additional space from the 
York administration.

By Lincoln Kirstein. 
Over 100 photographs! 
Publisher's price Jan. 
1st, 40.00.

PERSIA19“ 228 colour plates! Re
cently published by 
McClelland & Stewart
at 45.00 26“more

iwrcs esr

ADAM SMITH 
POWERS OF THE MIND TO THE WILD COUNTRY

II49g49 By John and Janet Foster. Numerous 
colour ills. Just published at 19.95.Just published at 11.50

PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIALS!!! FROM BIOGRAPHY SPECIALS!!! FROMCartier-Bresson, Ansel Adams, Arnold New
man, The Nude in Photography, Photography in 
America, plus more! Original values up to 86.00

199 D.H. Lawrence, Tchaikowsky, Piaf, Roosevelt, 
Truman, St. Laurent, Marie Antoinette, plus 
morel Original values up to 25.00

199
BOTH STORES NOW OPEN EVERY DAY TILL CHRISTMAS! 11
_^gg£AYTHRUFRIpAY 12:00-9:00. SATURDAY 12:00*00. SUNDAY 1.-00-5.-00 P.M.
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There are some things 
that somehow survive 
and Christmas is one

- ./ ;

mm%ggZj
In a flurry of hastily reliable and almost as old as - 

coughed-out essays, sweaty Santa Claus) has, in spite of ^ 
examinations, sagging eye- ourselves, become a favourite, 
lids and last-minute due-date We need a few common 
extensions, the fall term at celebrations each year. It 
York draws to a close. And not doesn’t matter so much what 
a moment too soon. we celebrate; the mere fact

No matter what anyone that we celebrate it together is 
says, most of us always look reassuring, 
forward to Christmas. All this

IT!

I
y/ z

//

yrf.m #It is with confusion, more 
fall, we’ve been immersed in than anything else, that we sip 
academics, and boycotts and the dregs of 1975. It’s been a 
Henderson reports and leftist- confusing year. But, hell, it’s 
rightist confrontations — and been a confusing century and 
now seems like a good time to confusing millenium — that’s 
settle back and celebrate the way things get done 
something: ourselves. around here.

Christmas is like a mellow In spite of all that has gone 
catharsis of the spirit. In wrong, is going wrong and 
Canada, we do it properly, may yet go wrong with 
Skiing or skating or romping mankind, there is one con- 
in the snow all day. Drinks solation. The planet has at 
and laughter by a fire at night, least lasted long enough for 

It has become an utter you and me to take a crack at 
cliché to lament the com- it.
mercialization of Christmas. That may not be much of a 
It doesn’t need saying consolation, but then where 
anymore. We do lament it, of would we be without it? 
course. At the same time, we Now, our one-thousand-nine- 
maintain that there are some hundred-seventy-fifth Christ- 
things that no amount of com- mas is upon us. And once 
mercialization can destroy, again, a little feasting and a 
And Christmas is one of them, little cheer may be just what 

As obscene as it may sound, we need, 
even the Christmas ad- In a spirit of hope and af- 
vertising jingles have started firmation, we at Excalibur 
to seem, well, nice. The wish everyone a merry and a 
General Electric ditty (as memorable holiday.
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ULC’s image needs polishing 
leftists are paying for their sins'/l

» A\A\

r i
4 “It wasn’t that important an for the ULC. 

election,” CYSF president Dale 
Ritch

. One need only look to last spring
., wtule the ULC candidates were for the root causes of the ULC’s

„nm . ? * Tuesday, still out-voted by a 2-1 margin, all five present situation. After his elec- 
somewhat stunned by last Thur- ULC-backed referenda questions tion, Ritch predicted the end of the

psi-s §est! mmm.
Governors wiU make very httle week was, “We like your pohcies, calibur reporter, 
difference to York students. But but we don’t care for you.” 
last week’s election was more Paul Kellogg, editor of the Foun- 
than just an ordinary B. of G. by- ders Crow and a leading candidate 
election.

&
Hit

)

He was also quoted 
dering: “How can people be op-

„ „ , , to cany the ULC banner after Rit- Tdomg nexttaf- ^ ^
It was the first opportunity for ch leaves York, expressed it this D g next year.

York students to voice their views way: “Students seemed to be w ®ecause the coalition really 
on the seven-month term of the voting on the candidates’ image b®lle.ved 0131 opposition had been 
ULC-run CYSF council. An over- not on their platforms ” eliminated as a serious threat to the
whelming amount of students took If that is true the ULC image ULC’lt never reaUy rook seriously 
that opportunity, and they left lit- needs some drastic polishing fny that may have been
tie doubt as to what they thought The ULC has been a vibrant ^ *1 lt- 7116 coalltlon has
of the ULC. energetic and active inflnenr-P on ad°Pted the annoying habit ofTwo out of every three voters campïïpïcs L SfTlS Celling aU opposing views as right 
were in,perfect agreement; they been a polarizing influence. 'wm6°r^reactionary, 
didn t like the way the ULC had Throughout the fall, its actions Since most of the feedback the 
run its affairs. More to the point, have divided the student body into coalition has received has been 
they were hostile enough towards two political factions: those who from inside the ULC, its members 
the ULC to turn out in droves to supported ULC policies and ac- could constantly be heard to boast 
0PPnse them. tions and those who opposed them. of a wide base of support from the

The ULC can console them- For every friend the ULC made, student body. In fact, the ULC has 
selves with two things, judging however, it made two enemies ’ been working in a vacuum, much 
from the by-election: students at The ULC should have been 0,6 same as had AnneScotton, the 
York are now involved in campus aware of this; it was not. The elec- year before, 
politics (the B. of G. election drew tion results came as a complete It was a vacuum that ULC 

hS °^ny notera as last surprise to the ULC which was members vowed to eliminate.
e1pptfnn^taVÜyfUbnCfed 5TS^ eagerly awaiting a landslide vie- They may be paying the price of 
elections), and all is not lost tory. their failure, now.

as won-

Exca/ibur
staff meeting today - 2 p 
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Central Square

.m.
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[ Letters To The Editor All letters should be addressed to the Editor, c/o Excalibur, ;
111 central Square They must be double-spaced, typed and limited 
to 250 words Excalibur reserves the right to edit for length and 
grammar. Name and address must be included for legal purposes 
but the name will he withheld upon request Deadline: Mon. 5 p m

room

Where have all the security guards gone?
iÆLÆKjS SSéTA.'WSUI ^=T,oneebe wh0 Mped “ JS.g3flg.Sgj

Sï&tSsS
UJJitaJî blanket statement with no back- dictionary recently to find out ce student who (at the risk of cer- murderous tactics of the PLO

^^t;H,CldentS haVe yet th®" insists that such what equality means?) and in the tain death if discovered) printed that Weisfeld supports,
d, and security arrives on behavior on the part of men con- next he is ridiculing the very idea up the “Blue R” printout sign for

toe scene too late fuses the “very natural instincts” of equality, women being so “sen- SheUey in the Central Square
Nevertheless, the fact is that he wishes to impose on women, sitive and temperamental”. Cafeteria,

security spends all its daylight This argument is not even logical First, he’s telling us not to Thank you all!
hours ticketing and towing the yet this person believes that his question the rights of our husban-
cars of parking offenders, penis gives him an inalienable ds and next he says that tyranny
Somehow this cannot be con- ability to understand my poten- by brothers and husbands leads to
sidered security - especially for tials and “limitations” as well as a confusion of natural instincts.

Wk1VrTd au,00?61, women’s. He asks us about women’s in-
the campus at night,.whether they Such inconsistencies and in- volvement with world affairs. (No 
are coming from the library or sufficient research are evident answers, because he thinks that
class, or just getting a bit of the throughout Mr. Ojukwu’s the question is jolting enough.
l Downsview air into they discussion. His punch-line is that if How about it, Mr. Okukwu, do you As a Jew of conscience I can’t The only way 0184 the other sports 
fleers' to^bTseen6 "° °f' men are "°4 impressed with know?) The he exposes, without help but comment on the Jewish pt into Excalibur are by placing

, , women s beauty and feminine any facts, that even when they are self-hatred so vividly evident in last m 016 fuials or by having
th? vLPv16 baliTCtimS,kT curves”, they will certainly not be involved, they are “mere the Novemter 27 iLue of someone on the Athletic Council
that York security can help the impressed with a liberated figureheads”. How about a little calibur doing the post-game write-ups in

jb® woman. Because he has failed to research before making such Lou Garber, JSF field worker
meter-maid pastime of the day be explicit about what liberation flamboyant accusations? represents a Haggis examnle of

namiltaag occupational is, and, it seems, does not even Yet this person who has made the kind of despicable behaviour how 016 “SP01^ In Brief” section
ntehtïwell d 1)61118 around at begm to gra^p the concept, it is no effort to understand women’s reminiscent of Jewish kapos in the works- Is 14 4hat some roving
mgmasweu. somewhat difficult to unravel just beliefs, their economic situation, Nazi death camps. His warned reP°r4er just happens upon

, _ ,uP„te !,to VlC^mS wha4 h® 18 hinting at in this their role in politics, and the very sense of egalitarian spirit is something news worthy or that he
of rape, theft and mugging, profound statement. necessary consideration that must blatantly obvious- the blindly checks UP 00 events and hap-

Naomi and Irene Does this mean that a woman be given to their activities if one allies himself with’ Dale Ritch of P^gs between classes and pub
who is seeking involvement with wishes to understand the world the United Left Coalition sessions?
her external environment and situation, is supposed to be Let it be known to one and all NOSEY RUMOURS
fulfillment of her interests and superior enough to protect and that the ULC is the last vestige of I have heard rumours that there

jEiïsxsssrji cwtesc'iïu:
women at York who lightly a shapely body. What is left to myself to protect and care for voted to organize a mobilization of After they have finished tearing it
remark, Im not really into earn respect. your sensitive state. students to paint out the swastikas to shreds nr in other mm-iHcWomen’s lib” realize just what ..p®r|laps part of his problem is Denise Beattie in the tunnel^ LütüÏÏ it 'it is Sven^o tte E?
they are asking for. Come on that he equates women’s goals----------------------------------------------------“Mobilization” is fascist ZrJ?8 i*’« SY6", to®..
women, do we really want to be with is belief that women should q z-x gon for “setting up a commit left of itf^ ^ ^ W 80x011118
iïSSiïA?**' Mre °'" SS B0G /6PS ™ goes „ . and

Mr. Ojiikwu has some pretty no hint as to how tMsadoration Is_____QIVB thankS Therefor”waïnoîsoiprSigto Metourne pro:2s‘
wordly opinions concerning what achieved except that beauty and   ------------------------------------------- note tui whjlp. thp rnr\L_Ritoh «f proc®“
women are all about and how they brains are ®“4- ™8*.^ “ We would like to take this op- alliance was setting up a com- there is anything left of'iMt is
cope with and survive m the result of the trujy hberated wo- portunity to thank all the in- mittee to defend against fascism, finally printed in a one paragraph 
W0Y}d- Fl^ortunfL4ey’1 4hey are man but how he amves at such a dividuals to took time to help us in committed Zionists, devoted to summation of what happened
nothing but superficial prejudices goal is a mystery. the Board of Governors election, real libertarian values beat them during a whole game or an entire
Peking the “close examination” If one believes, as he brags, that Despite the pressure of exams and to the punch and eradicated the weekend of meetiT
he boasts. he has read and heard much then I other sundry plots, these fifty or swastikas. Does Garber really This is only a rumour that I
„ An example? First, he says that would be interested to see what he so people worked their donkeys off think that Ritch is concerned haveheard a!!d hoSTthat it codd

most of the leading women lib- has ready by women seeking to make the student population of about Jewish problems? Indeed! not possibly be true,
bers were victims of tyranny from fulfillment outside of the York aware that an election was If the representatives of Betar had One suggestion is that you could
elder brothers and husbands”, stereotyped roles that lead him to in the works waited to approach the TSF and ~ïf„,7^,ly0uC0«
Who exactly? And even if possibly b^evetfiat they wished to be wor- So, in random order, we would the CYSF for assistant those someone betas tackled orlomeon^

2f°fh»^L?^C7 °Ut 016 S^PPed;u- u bk® 40 thank the canvassers (with slogans would still be there and it doule-dribbling with a basketball
thJTÜefSi' f h- Even this, the seemingly most the rubbed-off knees), the Chief would have been another tactical and include a little more coverate

He concedes that a relationship comprehensive part of his Returning Officer and the DRO’s, victory for the anti-semites. As a of other snorts
ctltl \ 4n}s4ra4ine and next discussion, is absolutely lacking in the friends and comrades who put strategist, Ritch is superb, and Only a suggestion though
states that it leads to a confusion any sort of consistent argument, up with our incessant mutterings, Lou Garber is his latest victim 1188 ’ Ug

Mark Resnick

Sports briefJay Bell,
Shelley Tsivia Rabinovitch,

Student representatives, 4 801 writing in behalf of all the 
Board of Governors ^esser publicized sports at York.

All the major sports that are em
phasized at York are given intense 
publicity. These sports seem to be 
football, hockey and basketball.

Anti-Zionism

Excalibur.
One thing I don’t understand is

Burst bliss

Arvids Sills

Harbinger’s column
If you're going to quit smoking - do it on a weekend

Mve a ,*r in* K » KÆ

- atrswrc ^wübïs awjsasa sMifiSfcsj:
It is difficult to judge if this war- nished to the body cells to break large. They have a higher risk of More help is now available to weakens,

ning on cigarette packages has down the toxic elements in coronary heart disease and heart those wishing to stop. Both hyp- It takes about a week to rid the
had any deterring effect on the nicotine and eliminate them as attacks and a higher death rate nosis and acupuncture are being body of its physical addiction to
Canadian smoking public. The quickly as possible. from vascular diseases (har- used with some success. nicotine. Cold showers give the
percentage of smokers seems to The blood vessels in the denin8 of the blood vessels and The most common source of body a lift and help increase cir-
have dropped somewhat. There peripheral areas constrict to limit clots). help for those wishing to stop is culation. Exercise helps distract
are certainly fewer smokers in the the spreading of the poison, and Smoking is an imnortant rm,<=P 0,6 cokers’ clinic. Such groups thoughts and aids circulation,
sectors of society that know about circulation and body temperature of chronfc bronchite and em! Provide group support for and Large amounts of fluids and fruits
smoking s harmful effects. drop as a result. As this body nhysema. Pregnant women whn renforcement of the individual’s in the first few days of quitting

About one-third of the medical stimulation slows down, the per- smo^ are more iy.elv v_vp decision to stop smoking. Their help flush the nicotine residue
profession smokes, as opposed to son feels a sense of relaxation. STTlnii babies and nremature bir first s4ep 48 4o help analyze the from the body and end the
about half of the general Nicotine also increases the ths. They also have a greater ”nok®r’si smoking habits: what physical addiction,
population. Chest specialists, who secretion of acid in the stomach number of still-births or deaths at 4un® .o4 ^what situations are For those who do not wish to
come into daily contact with the and dulls the appetite. One’s sense birth. This prenatal effect may oc- as^mted OTth smoking. stop, there are some ways to
results of smoking, are almost ex- of smell and taste is deadened, cur because the constriction of the „ en so™e knowledge of these reduce the hazard. Try switching
clusively non-smokers. The body’s tolerance for nicotine blood vessels by nicotine reduces P®44®™8 18 known, the person is bet- to cigars or pipes. If you must

Nicotine is a poison, a single increases with habit so that the the blood flow and oxygen flow to it* pr®pal5f1 4° °7 811(1 break smoke cigarettes, smoke only half
drop of which can kill an adult if it tendency is to increase one’s the fetus toese habits. K cigarettes are of the cigarette and try to reduce
is injected into the blood stream, smoking over time. _ . . associated with coffee and alcohol, the number per day. Plenty of
The pleasing lift that is associated tHp p««f «««kin» « u» Uk Tlî®1re “ mcreasing preæure on then these should be avoided for a exercise will help fight the restric-
with smoking is the result of the k Sm°kerS fro™ health1 80(1 socM whUe- . ting influence of nicotine on cir-
body’s attempt to get rid of this Smokina by n°T‘ 80urce.s- Non-smokers are Quitting day should be on a culation. And good nutrition can
poison. 8 ^ known to increase one s becoming more vocal in deman- weekend or a holiday, or at some help repair some of the damage

whPn nirntïn» PntPro ^ canceL 80(1 ding their rights to unpoUuted air time when demands and pressures done to the body tissue by smok-
When nicotine enters the blood canceer of the lamyx, mouth and m transportation vehicles, shows, are likely to be low. Activity is ing.
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Opinion—------
Toronto's 4 days against racismJewish people are 

denied self-defense

®®Hrv .«sTfffjï/
By G. CLARFIELD 

and N. DOIDGE 
Only a month ago, no less of

tina, where Jews are already 
persecuted for being Zionists. 

What is ‘racist’ Israel’s 
an authority on the extinction response? Arabs can become 
of peoples than ldi Amin, mur- citizens of Israel; Arabic is an 
derer of 80,000 Black Ugan- official language, on par with 
dans, was given a standing Hebrew, found on currency, 
ovation in the U.N. as he called signs, and spoken in the Israeli 
for the extinction of the Jewish parliament, where Arab mem- 
State. Yet, as Amin asserted, bers sit. Contrast this with 
there was nothing ‘antisemitic’ Syria, where Jews cannot even 
about his proposal. vote, never mind hold office.

His stunning popularity The fact that the Arabs have 
seemed to show that he had reverted to the big lie demon- 
judged the world climate strates the moral deprivation 
correctly: the nations, if they of their cause. While in the 
are to stand by the destruction West the Arab manipulation of 
of the little democracy of three language, where black equals 
million Jews are unwilling to white, has temporarily back- 
use Hitler’s word for the fired, not so in the 72 countries, 
slaughter. To them, the only refugee is a

The latest attempt by the Palestinian one; the only 
Arab-Communist block to Diaspora is the Arab one; the 
facilitate the destruction of only people, the Palestinian 
Israel has been the November ones; the only suffering, Arab 
tenth resolution stating that suffering; the only rights, Arab 
“Zionism is a form of racism.” rights.

The Arab strategy, at 
present, is to gain what ob-
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The U.N. resolution does not 
. .. , even define its victim. Like
jectives they could not attain Hitter’s ‘Final Solution’, the
through wars, by hamassing vague solution to the Jewish
Jew-hatred. presence in the Mid East is the

But who are these nations sit- end of that presence, 
ting, in judgement over Israel?

There is Iraq, which has 
massacred at least 15,000 Kur
ds over the last three years in 
an effort to expropriate (along 
with Syria, Turkey and Iran)
Kurdistan. Syria, the home of 
the severest Jew-hating regime 
in the modem world, is con
fining Jews to ghettoes, cur
fews, denying them hospital 
facilities, emigration and 
synagogues, while, at the same 
time, torturing and raping 
teenagers as part of govern
ment policy.

One might argue that these 
were not ‘classical examples’ of 
racist persecution. For that, one 
might well turn to Sudan (which 
also voted for the resolution 
where the northern Sudanese 
Arab dominated government 
allowed its army to butcher 
close to a million Black 
Sudanese, because they are 
neither Arab nor Muslim.

What all these nations do the Jewish people the right to 
have in common, however, is defend themselves at a time 
that they support the PLO, the when their enemies are power- 
terrorist group whose ful* Israel is the Jewish
covenant, on the one hand people’s self-defense. The UN 
denies the entity of the Jewish resolution, comes only 30 years 
people, while on the other after Adolph Hitter. The Arabs 
states that “the Palestinian have learned nothing from the
personality is an innate, per- holocaust, except techniques of 
sistent characteristic that does Jew baiting, 
not disappear, but transferred

On November 4, seven PLO 
terrorists crept into Israel, 
unusually armed: not with 
guns, but with axes. They were 
trained in head chopping. Their 
mission was to bring back the 
heads of settlers. On November 
13, the PLO, pleased with the go- 
ahead UN resolution happily 
blew the heads off six innocents 
in Jerusalem, while maiming 
the arms, legs and faces of 42 
others. No, butchery is beyond 
the confines of the vaguely 
defined anti-Zionist ‘solution’.

;
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By PAULLORENZ 

and GARY KINSMAN
Keynote speaker for the evening specifically about the historical 

was Pakistani revolutionary Tariq development of the former Por- 
Racism has become a matter of Ali who spoke on the “in- tuguese colony of Angola, 

increasing concern among temational context of racism”,
Canadians, and the Four Days particularly in Western Europe.
Against Racism conference held in

As for the local jew-hater, 
who still reserves the right to 
assert that he is an ‘anti- 
Zionist’ but not an antisémite, 
and that he has a right to 
criticize Israel, we must 
remind him that to criticize is 
one thing, to call for the 
destruction of Israel quite 
another.

For 500 years, he said, Portugal 
has used its colonies in Africa as 

Ali described how immigration places to which to export its sur- 
Toronto last weekend reflected this in Europe followed the rate of ac- plus population while extracting 
concern. tual employment needs in the in- their mineral resources.

Organized by the Toronto Alhan- dustrial countries. Angola, he believes, is probably
ce against Racism and Political A shortage of labour in the the richest country in Africa. 
Repression, the series of meetings period after World War II created However, its strategic importance 
and activities attracted over 300 a flow of immigrants from the lies in the fact that the Canadian 
people. The conference featured Third World, he said. and American governments are
speakers from native, black and This immigrant labour force committed to protecting South 
workers groups from across now is in a majority in many high Africa as a white-dominated 
~;ana(~> ihe U.S., Europe and the intensity industries and con- society. They won’t let countries 
Caribbean. stitutes up to 20 per cent of the in Africa fall like dominos as they
. . conference began with a working class in some countries. did in Indochina after the

snowing of Minima ta, a film which Although in many cases, im- American pull-out from Viet Nam. 
records the journey of natives migrant workers have become the Rosie Douglas, for whose defen- 
tvt°!Tu rassy Narrows Reserve in natural leaders of militant worker ce a collection was taken at the 
Northern Ontario to Minimata, organizations, Ali said that “the meeting, spoke little about his
Japan where the river system has European ruling classes hope that threatened deportation, except to 
been polluted with mercury by the this pattern of immigration will say that he might not be around
Cmsso Corporation. decrease the weight of the when the order comes through. In-

Uryden Metals is doing the working class by helping create stead, he took the opportunity to
same to me English River system racism and denying immigrant reflect on his own past ex
in Ontario which is the source of workers equal economic, political periences and describe how he
thenatives staple diet. and trade union rights. came to see the racist nature of

The meeting collected over $150 “The working class remains Canada, 
for the Minimata struggle. divided and racist because of the

According to native leader Tom continuing domination of bourgeois
Keesick, 16 people on the reserve ideology,” he said, 
have shown early symptoms of Sunday night featured George 
Minimata Disease”, which af- Archer, a black economist

fects the nervous system.

The U.N. resolution denies

Canada, in contrast, can 
from father to son.” Apart learn, from studying Hitter’s
from being quite sexist, the ear, that anything but direct
covenant is blatantly racist, in opposition against bloodstained 
the classical Aryan-Hitlerian tyrants, is to the advantage of 
tradition. the tyrant. We must im-

The calumnious charge mediately re-channel our U.N.
against Israel, is only serious funds to more useful purposes,
in that it endangers Jewish such as, feeding, the starving
lives in such countries as the people of the world, instead of
Soviet Union, Syria and Argen- feeding the Growing Beast. > < .. f-=r

4Sworking in Montreal. He spoke

Let’s be Frank"
Remember Scrooge, the loveable Scrooge (to himself): “Oh bov m, . . ... —'

miser who changed his misan- I’m regretting it already (Aloud.) X?’ S ooge’ de^™,y Z1S a^d®s-Dld a quarter really buy all wrath of Beryl In a Plumb Tree had 
thropic ways after a little friendly Listen Grach!, enSofthehSi T seconomy-maybe? that? But, boy were they dull.” been raised,
coercion from the Spirits of let’s sign the contract ” ’ Scrooge: “Buzz off, Pepin. I’m Second bureaucrat: “Mister Beryl snarls, roars, hisses, wags
Christmas? Suddenly, a loud roar is heard ti™ Wlth Christmas cheer. ‘This Scrooge, perhaps you’d be in- her finger at Scrooge’s nose.

In a moment of Christmas from outside. the season to be jolly. Crachit gets terested in the current national Beryl: “O.K., Scrooge, listen and
hysteria, Scrooge offered his Voice: “Whatthehellisgoingon? tusraife” picture. I’m the Bureaucrat of the listen good. I’ll say this only once. If
workers’union a substantial wage Stop that contract” Into the room Pepin: “Parehaps, we must Economy Present. Could I interest you don’t keep your offer within the 
increase. file seven bureaucrats and a Beryl convinze you of zee gravity of zee you in a film? It’s in colour. ” guidelines, I’ll tax you to

The year is 1975; the nation is In a Plumb Tree. zituatione.” Crachit: “Oh, joy I love home teukruptey; I’U fine you to death,
bound in wage and price controls. Crachit: “Oh, dear, mercyme.” Cratchit: “Oh, dear; oh dear movies.” We’ll cut off your federal sub-
Bob Crachit, president of the union Scrooge: “Who are you guys? gentlemen, let’s be merry. It’s A half hour passes. sidy...”
is at this moment ratifying the Snow White and the seven dwarfs?” Christmas.” Scrooge* “Yawn what a bnrp All Scrooge: Not my federal sub-

adequate. Now I can get braces for come to pooT^your ^ge ^tmas dinner.”
Tiny Tim. And with the goose we’ll settlement. H I may add, we have SdSLtSti^ ™ °W y°U Si! l J 11,6 Board: “No turkey. ” (These
be fed this Christmas. Bless you, joos recently nixed a similar AhaR^n^1™68" ' °»’ oh’ 1)63ce’ Sen- days you can’t tell who the real
Mr.Scrooge.” proposal. What are you trytog to 4 , ««“en, peace.” Scrooge is. I wish you all a merry

y trying to Scrooge: Those were touching Suddenly, a roar is heard. The and a frank Christmas. )
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By JIGSAW PUZZLE/
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WARREN CLEMENTS
to

i Now, at last, an answer for folding and a papal delegate to 
jaded jigsaw puzzle fans: The 
Sistine Chapel, life-size! It has 
786,493,281 pieces. A must for

/

Knit your own 
recreation 

room

act/ n as your consultant.

Also available: The Last Supper, 
every home. Hours, days, weeks of the Bayeux Tapestries, and — in 
excitement. Signed by the original the 3-D series — Mount Rush- 
artist. Comes complete with scaf-

!/. /
t

■/
J,\

n more./ UIT'S
f\ /S' S' oV

SNAP! o«I
f V

C& o\-rs IS 7■ J \t ■' /

W/r

(AM:) Z✓

\4iy//JLz 'I / /

Get a Pierre 
Berton dartboard!

.
llh

How many times have you 
raced into the rec room only to 
find that you had no rec room? 
Relieve the situation by knitting 
a rec room for you and your 
loved ones. Wool will lend a 
soft and vibrant atmosphere to 
the play area, while polyester 
will make cleaning-up a great 
deal easier. The choice is yours.

To knit: Use 480 balls of EZ- 
Knit wool (or polyester).* Start 
with the door, and move 
through the sofa and drapes to 
the portable bar. The sequence 
should be: Kl, PI, K2, P2, ad 
infinitum. Keep the tension 
fairly loose.

The colours should match the 
other rooms in your home. 
Green tends to be gaudy; a 
muted red or hazel will match 
most decors.

ifI
Your chance to throw darts at the respected author of The National 

Wet Dream and Drifting Home. Berton is seen with his family, including 
Janie, Jeame, Joanie, Sneezy, Dopey, Bashful, and Grumpy. Also: Per
sonality urinals. You pick the face.

I
\

v. ■i / i7 Li 11Ki ;Custom painting job. •‘I'MrV! Z]f

Make a stew /
i/

i y
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Tired of fancy plum puddings 

and overstuffed turkeys? Do you 
long to return to a simpler fare? 
Why not try water stew? It’s 
to prepare, and costs less than a 
penny per serving.

Water Stew

V
J,

easy

Adopt a hippov x.„
If cats and dogs strike you as Teach a hippo to fetch your 

passé, and the ocelots and rab- slippers, or guard your house 
bits your neighbours brought against intruders. You’ll never 
home leave you cold, why not have the same burglar twice 
adopt a hippopotamus? Despite with a hippo on the job. Comes 
their gargantuan size, these in grey only. Caution: Letting a 
mud-loving creatures are docile, hippo sleep at the foot of your 
and make perfect housepets. bed is not advised.

T7A Ingredients:
3 qts. waterI -
salt
water

Pour the water into a large pot, 
and simmer for 2 hours. Season 
with salt to taste. Add water as 
needed. Serves 8-10.

y*
vN.x

b
.v •3ÉMirm A :jB “Pickle”hi

XT A talking condom!

m m TTJ7

,S
fl 7

From Luvkraft, Toronto’s sex 
shop, comes an unusual holiday 
gift idea. Bernie, the talking 
dom, will bring joy and laughter 
into your home. An endless 
of amusement. Surprise your 
lover! Just pull the cord, and the 
condom says things like, “Hi, I’m 
a condom.” Loads of fun. Only 
$4.95 each, while supplies last.
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Recipes for pickle preserves, 
shots of interesting pickles, and 

v wardrobe suggestions for the 
pickle-lover in your home: all these 
and more in Pickle, a special in
terest magazine supreme. For only 
$25 for six issues, you can send 
this unorthodox periodical to 
friends across the world. If their 
interest leans more toward the

') *• VV
0t?rwt

*»'. Petrified goldfish 
from Borneo. These 
paperweights make great 
gifts. Only $8.95 a pair, 
at finer jewellery stores. 
Glow-in-the-dark variety, 
slightly extra.

n

From the United States T9.. . . , „ .. comes this rare series of pornographic
biological studies, guaranteed to raise a blush on the most jaded cheeks

3££ EHrETsn >• -= ™w ««,, NO, for L ,o
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See EtobicokeWBii

l r if This little-known residential area 
on the west side of Toronto is a 
tourist’s delight. Apartment 
buildings nestle beside industrial 
parks, and lazy homes sleep on 
secluded back streets. A sure-fire 
Christmas gift for the traveller in 
your life. Accessible by taxi, and 
bus excursions occasionally pass 
through the community.
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:A sRent a 

bumblebee!
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t Learn the art of levitation!\

' </
Fool your friends. Get rid of your enemies.Waste 

your money. Send for Preston Wizzard’s booklet,
“How to Lift Cash from Unsuspecting Readers.”

Want a pet, but don’t have room satisfaction. You’ll hum too, when 
for a large animal? Rent a bum- the furry little creature expresses 
blebee from Animalease, Inc. A his appreciation by nipping you on 
bee eats next to nothing; just let it the head. “You little son of a 
climb into bed with a few bee,” you’ll murmur. Why wait? 
houseplants, and it’ll hum with Rent yours today.

Amazing 
new oven!The World of Murray G. 

Ross. A Tour Through the 
Mysteries of Auditing, by H. 
Ian Macdonald. The Wit and 
Wisdom of Jay Bell (available 
only in 8 mm., 50 ft.) A mar
vellous Christmas idea. Show 
that special someone you care. 
Hear Murray Ross say, “The 
modern-day university refuses 
to die.” Fun for the whole 
man.

«5

0W ©
It’s new! It’s dynamic!
K-Tel presents this incredible 

new micro-wave oven. It cooks 
your meals, open cans, sharpens 
knives, and pours you a drink. It 
walks your dog, pollinates your 
flowers, and takes care of your 
wife when you’re away. It’s even a 
digital clock.

The amazing oven will thrill you 
as it performs feats you never 
thought an oven could perform. 
Give it a quarter, and it will go 
across the street and buy a can of 
pop. It plucks chickens, posts let
ters, and even plays the piano. 
With a small adjustment, it will 
wash and dry your laundry. The 
amazing oven is truly a wonder. 
Buy one today.

Batteries not included.

Laff riot! mm
!

A/

.-_r
'/> New from Pond's — a bug 

carved out of soap. The per
fect novelty item for that 
joker on your Christmas list. 
If you drop it in the shower, it 
crawls up your leg.

■ • z

•7/ For your libraryWfiini
J,

Tired of John Denver Goes 
Latin, and The Spastic Sludge 
Remember Bryan Ferry? How 
about a spoken record?

By special arrangement, 
Columbia Records has coaxed 
Queen Elizabeth II of England 
into recording a series of 
Ethiopian fertility chants. 
Amuse your friends. Embarrass 
your in-laws.

Act now, and receive Idi 
Amin’s recording of Gulliver’s 
Travels in pig-Latin. A laff riot 
for the whole family.m. BUY SWISS!
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lHappy
holidays!

What a thrill! Canada’s ace of the A-string will you beneath the hanging mistletoe. Imagine the wave 
drop in at 10 p.m. December 31 and strum the night of ecstasy that will sweep over your loved one’s face 
away. Better than Guy Lombardo! Only $25 an hour 
from Celebrity-Rentals, Inc. Or get Murray 
McLauchlan, and hear The Farmer’s Song, an all- 
time favourite. Does your taste run more to classical?
Boris Brott will bring over an orchestra and charm

when he or she opens an envelope Christmas morning 
and finds this waiting. Act fast, and we’ll send you 
an edible chocolate replica of the Nativity, with the 
original cast.
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT
______ , “frace on tarty, good mill towards men”

In defense of vengeance
Without it, criminals will only be freer to injure us

Barbara Amiel is a Toronto free
lance magazine journalist, who has 
worked in television as script assistant, 
story editor and interviewer.

A University of Toronto philosophy 
graduate, Barbara Amiel has also 
worked as a model and cover girl, and 
has appeared on the cover of Toronto 
Life three times.

The following article defending 
vengeance in our penal system was first 
published in Saturday Night.

By BARBARA AMIEL

six friends loosened, smiled, and slap
ped one another. Score one. Af
terwards the thin boy said to Johnny’s 
brother: “What’d I tell you? Four 
months.” As they walked to the 
escalator they were figuring what to 
do in September when Johnny would 
be out on parole.

‘‘Look, ” he told me, “I could 
work and work for what $200 a 
week? It’s a drag. This way I risk 
maybe a couple of years away, 
but maybe I get $100,000. Maybe 
more. ”

Last June in Torrance, California 
group of people threw a man over _ 
cliff. The man had confessed to
steS?ec^ertetti°lh,Sestnfnfd/ ------ rH—fr Two hundred years
Dlained “Yon ii,«=t rWt et S?enff e*" 1 f jj J would have had his hand cut off for
TV.'^he thefttadZen reported"» 1 B il I a loa/. ^ br“<‘-élever that
the police but the executioners were I ISHV ML !■■*' , I lacked injustice and appropriateness,
impatient: the thief wasaheroinaïh I iPH \W L IB I J*d make subsequent thefts difficuit.
diet, his haul was relatively small in I H I nfr2./eaTS afa ^olmny- as a 8600,1(1S«<^JeheWffagftaeSHnie? I ® I for a termat least ahttlTlongeS

rasraissyws HHhIM I ^thieves of television sets but to VaL I IVIDH II 1 the following years, platoons ofI IPT I I Iproach to justice did not become an I ||M 1 I lilt I I tfa to theu‘ thought was a belief that“ÆKs I r*W I I I Iff > ü Iportant threads in Asocial fabri? 111 111 | Plam whVhe °yerwhebmng majority

Tl ÎT I I I I SEteH-sured and satisfied the offended. I I I I I I I I I I I “

ANIMAL NEED ■ I E I E «1111 I Canadians were enjoying rapidly im-
This was not the satisfaction of some fill I l.l I I I | P^ing standards of hving and social dark animal need. Citizens entered in- Iff | B B III I s^vicesunequâlled in any other

to the social contract with the un- * I ■ | ^lod m Canadian history, the crime
derstanding that society would discovered that these goals are them contemptuously “It could be a ranidlv S? gSd°Wn 
guarantee - or at least put a ending enhghtened law-makers and year two ” said J^'hnnvS hrnthor thtiki g t g P‘, What seemed
premium on — their lives, dignity and exPerts much as they eluded the and started ervina i? 0ther’ thinkable to social scientists was the
the right to enjoy their possessions. It Grand Inquisitors before them. No ioke ^ 8 8 Two years‘ common-sense notion that much crime
was only when retribution followed in- The fault probably lies in the nature Inside the courtroom sealed off oofnion of i bfehcauseL. .m the
jury that citizens could be reassured of our institutions and possibly in the from the hot June afternoon, sobered ththepay^ff * 15 WOr"
and satisfied that society really did nature of man, but almost certainly in by the wood-panelling but most of all ____________ _______________ _____
place some value on their persons. the nature of social scientists who by the arrival of the judge, Johnny’s “Rape and intimidation do not

aad * ra entrai need for seem committed to the belief that all friends squirmed on the wooden ben- constitute part of a orison sen-
a y society. And, just as excessive or crime has environmental causes, ches reserved for spectators No more , ,
unjust punishment brutalizes the of- Today we are faced with a choice. We wisecracks, no more paper d^îts ’ °nd he SOCWty that in~
ender because it suggests that he is of can cling to the idea that more of what thrown across the courtroom They sat carcerates has an obligation to

hr„S lec’ ?hlUffiCJent,pUIlLshment ,WVav! unsuccessfully tried in the on the wooden benches and squiraied Protect the people it punishes ” 
brutalizes the victim for the same last century will work. Or we can go because they were scared. Scared that „
rcason~----- ------------------------------------ back to the theories of punishment and their friend would be sent up for a Some criminals, on the other hand,
“As the judge pronounced sen- exlle that existed before. There is no year or more. Scared he wouldn’t be were (*.u^e articulate about their
tence the six friends loosened way can pretend that those earlier around to organize a new hustle. motivation. One such man I knew,

^ loosened, solutions worked, if by “work” we from a close and stable lower-middle-
smded and slapped one another, mean that they either totally deterred FOUR MONTHS class family, has an impressive

1 ,e" y°U? Æ“ü«..Tw^did

Bunn tdecadesmt,dern

3$S£,iss rSEEfB
unenlightened, and have fallen into JOHNNY’S FRIENDS uTf to Uve 111 a hotel with Mends. of yeJr^T Twav CT°Upl!
disrepute. The ultimate aims of JOHNNY S FRIENDS Whde on probation he was convicted fet
criminal justice have become reform n„t=iao th ^ of possession of LSD for purposes of *100,000- Maybe more. A month later

srs-** ^r^,rï ?*F>spmra"ïïin™tiary se^nacra"PaWtmoPentrl" o“Lm wïï*get up! ^ ■'S s5 ™

aSSSSSS? asSsSSaSS
reform afd rehabilitation, in SpTOTih |uessTmhg ab?ut what the tence of the court wasPfour montiis in fnBut ^u,dges juries were listening
recent years a battered society has « i5 W°ü^ glve d°hnny for drug traf- reformatory and two years’ probation *0 social scientists, not to criminals,

y has fickmg. Four months,” said one of As the judge pronounced sentence the and were reheved to think they were
continued next page

a /
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were
un-
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In defense of vengeance ■ ■ ■

continued from page 13 ,
sending the disadvantaged to a better per ceilî reconviction are virtually useless without such in- In December, 1972, under the wine
world where they might be redeemed. th?Seh f®?4 1° f0rmatl0” as length of sentence left to of the solicitor-general’s department

retifsTedt-s Tor»8 eT°.7"

ctr‘*r FFfa™L0B,r "0t rehabmtattog ^ Place aner^/e^e^Ç Ù&* W * *“ ^

mes and facilities including personnel fiS^up offenderewarnrobabli^s Purisons to reform more than about a "Instead of going to prison, the 
and community programmes in- probably a® third of their inmates, have become offender comp* tn
creased substantially during the late *17?xfLspecia Programmes, and increasingly reluctant to send people , . so™e
1960s and early 1970s. Though the jtom a utllltanan P°mt °f view much to prison. This seems to be based on a aJrangement that may involve
crime rate and the number of persons __eaper-—------------------------------------ theory that prisons cause crime. In doing a period of work for a
convicted of criminal offences went up ‘‘Apologists for parole violators 1969, just under forty per cent of community project.”
steadily each year, the number of like to blame onerous parole Canadians convicted of an indictable
sS riU MtSS1 ru.es for lhefa„ure of paro,e. STcSSÆTSiï ‘esCS
Provincial institutions, led by Ontario Parole isn’t much help either. In that 1974 figures may be as low as thir- ‘ k-* mfî ,< ?
and British Columbia, experimented spite of the National Parole Service’s typer cent. fonHon”o,!a ° «« betwee" tfî®. of*
with an array of alternatives to successful noises to the contrary, a In a detailed study of the sentencing sinn n i e,» h DlYer:
straight incarceration, including 1974 study of penitentiary paroles by philosophy of magistrates Professor vrvnh„1am,°S own sPecial treatment-oriented programmes for the solicitor-general's office showed 5 ^veralon caP «■». P»?<«
rffendmndSPeClaltaCÜitieSf0ry0Un8 that 53 7 per cent ot individuals Toronto Criminology Centre docu- jiisticè system!® betee

The federal penitentiary system still 1"T "* ' ^d’ bYforY trif °f afterwards. In-
had an absurdly small number of A stead °f %om8 to Prison- the offender
psychiatrists, psychologists, and ^ Æ ÇO^es to some arrangement that may
social workers on call, just under 200 involve doing a period of work for
for an inmate population of about 7,800 community project and possibly reim-
but that was better than ratios in barsia8 the community for his crime,
schools and institutions outside prison. u- e renege on this arrangement,
The ratio was deplorable only if you tfv ^ , ,cbversi?n, would end and he
subscribed to the viewpoint that those would be sent back to court. Solicitor-
who committed a crime were ipso fac- ( / JT L % WMé General Allmand, a diversion en-
to “sick” or “disturbed” Fur- / fmrPmkul thusiast, explains: The idea would be
thermore, in 1972 about 45 per cent of I I 7 »! " ** t0 kfeP a man in contact with his
all penitentiary inmates were taking / a /'1M ■ * regular ties of family and job and
educational and vocational classes, # m . rH X reimburse the community.”
while day parole and temporary ab
sences which exceeded 35,000 in 1972 
were used by inmates to attend com
munity educational facilities.

ICLUTTERING PRISONS
Diversion supporters point to 

alcoholics, drug users, prostitutes, and 
vagrants as examples of people un
necessarily cluttering up prisons and 
rendering criminal justice ineffective.

But in fact most rational Canadians 
would like to see these categories of of
fences not simply penalized under 
diversion, but no longer criminal of
fences at all. Neither is there, or 
should there be, much enthusiasm for 
chucking young first offenders into 
prison. And in fact they rarely are.

Diversion has been a welcomed fact 
of life for years with police and com
munity agencies working together to 
“clear” reported offences outside the 
courts. In many cases, by the time a 
youth is actually booked on a first of
fence he may have been through the 
community organizations several 
times. But diversion advocates use 
these sympathetic targets alcoholics, 
first offenders to cover up their true 
aim: the minimizing of all offences 
against property and indeed most 
violent offences as well.

The Law Reform Commission, set 
up by Ottawa under the Law Reform 
Commission Act of 1970 to recommend 
changes in Canadian Act of 1970 to 
recommend changes in Canadian law, 
has been the most visible advocate to 
dismantling or downgrading prisons. 
Some of its recommendations, issued 
in working papers, have been pretty 
radical. Among them: a mmlmiim 
three year sentence for those violent 
criminals and murderers unlikely to 
repeat their crime; no imprisonment 
for most non-violent crime; no more 
life sentences.

‘‘About 64 per cent of inmates 
who served their time in the 
regular facilities were later recon
victed. ”

If there’s anything wrong with the 
penitentiary system it’s not the lack of 
educational opportunities or treatment 
facilities but the lack of security for 
inmates from one another. Rape and 
intimidation do not constitute part of a 
prison sentence, and the society that 
incarcerates has an obligation to 
protect the people it punishes and, at 
the very least be liable to them for any 
damages. Unfortunately, since it’s un
fashionable to suggest that some 
prisoners are truly wicked, there’s lit
tle emphasis on ensuring that 
prisoners serve the sentences of the 
court and not of their fellow prisoners.

The emphasis is placed instead on 
the rehabilitation programmes of 
social scientists. But the un
comfortable truth is that nothing 
seems to make much difference: 
prisoners who get special treatment 
are as likely to be back in court on new
charges as those who simply serve released on parole were back in prison ments the ascendancy of “non- 
their time locked up. within five years of their release, and punitive” magistrates. Magistrates

A recent study of inmates at Guelph the proportion of total recidivism oc- who cling to the idea that punishment 
Correctional Centre in Ontario came curring during the parole period was and vengeance have something 
up with some interesting figures, steadily increasing. In addition, the significant to do with sentencing 
About sixty-four per cent of inmates number of paroles forfeited out- not only in the minority but seem 
who served their time in the regular numbered by three to one paroles socially isolated from their more 
facilities were later reconvicted. revoked. Paroles can be revoked for progressive and humane colleagues.

RECONVICTION RATE minor offences or the breaking of Meanwhile, social scientists faced
uuNviuiiUNKAie, parole regulations; they are with the failure of “treatment” to

Inmates who were chosen for an automatically forfeited if a parolee is reform criminals blame not human
adult training centre with major em- convicted of another indictable of- nature but imprisonment 
Phasis on educational upgrading had a fense. Apologists for parole violators The next step was predictable- bad 
reconviction rate of 58 per cent, like to blame onerous parole rules for prison conditions were cited not to get 
Those who got away from the in- the failure of parole. better prisons built but to justify emo-
stitutional claustrophobia of Guelph to True, James Atack of the National tying prisons. Since nothing inspires 
spend their time m a small minimum Parole Service was reported in the enthusiasm in the civil service like
security forestry project responded Toronto Globe and Mail to be en- new social science scheme in spite of
with a seventy-one per cent recon- thusiastically claiming that parole the signal failure of the old ones, com- 
viction rate. So much for the violations were down to 3.8 per cent in mittees were set up to study ’legal 
therapeutic value of the whole earth 1974, while a more sober William ways to empty prisons. The concept of 
approach. Inmates who needed special Outerbridge of the National Parole ending imprisonment has a name- 
care and were channelled out of Board was claiming in the Toronto diversion. Diversion-oriented groups 
Guelph to psychiatric facilities under Star twenty per cent for the same year, would work out alternatives to in- 
the Department of Health maintained But whatever the truth, the statistics
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MAN RESPONSIBLE

But the single most influential ad
vocate of ending imprisonment is the 
man federally in charge of bringing 
criminals to justice — Solicitor- 
General Warren Allmand. Alland 
claims that even now sixty per cent of 
those convicted of criminal offences 
are not sentenced to prison. They 
receive either fines, probation, 
suspended sentences, or complete and 
partial discharges.

a

carceration. continued next page
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without it. we may turn to vigilante justicem mm

continued from page 14

This percentage, taken together 
with those criminals... never appre
ciated (estimates ranges as high as 
ninety per cent, or those who never 
come to trial), comes as no surprise to 
many Canadians who have long 
suspected that in cost-benefit terms, 
crime pays. What may surprise them 
is Allmand’s determination to in
crease that percentage.

Warren Allmand is a man who 
agonizes over the psychological strain 
of imprisonment and shares the worry 
that the Law Reform Commission ex
pressed about “the anxiety that can be 
induced” by incarceration. Curiously, 
he is less concerned about the 
psychological anxiety of society at 
large. While social scientists have 
been studying the psyches of convicts, 
a similar study of their victims and’ 
the most cursory look at Gallup polls 
and letters to the editor might indicate 
the far more dangerous psychological 
trauma of society.

“There’s no place for vengeance ” 
says Allmand. “I know how people 
feel... their concept of justice is an eye 
for HH eye and it’s very hard to change 
that approach... They say we’re 
ruining society with this kind of 
programme diversion. But I think » ; 
that’s completely false. If we have a ' - 
lack of discipline and more crime in 
society, most of it starts with the 
family... It’s a cop-out to blame 
anything else.”
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SOCIAL ENGINEER

Allmand the social engineer ^ 
displays the same kind of easy con
fidence chemical engineers displayed 
until it was suddenly discovered that 
the environment was too complex to 
am<?ran*’e<* at will by miracle sprays.

AnTffS- ^lifting, possession of drugs (or

a"d ‘",amble ~aa4raüXca5aS SSïïÆ»-gatarbed the delicate balance.Into , In a not untypical caae In Toronto ofTuklt 2»moreLt toÏÏrtteÆ
hnrnn'°re t^mP1®* landscape of the last year, a twenty-two-year-old man by repeat^ffendersTin 1 she was remanded for this hearing
human mind it may be just as broke into several apartments and ner npnt nf lu J ’ SeVenty She knew the goods were stolen nafri

sseï’As.ésMKssjrjsa «.tairs'SiHssœaa ssEsrsEsass ears-*»-®* ssssssirajastns. “wr — “Æ3L,, atyairthrough work programmes in the com- PUBLIC INTEREST the very worst of two worlds: no P Gloria L luckv^odav ih

S^a-'SSTîASÏ The judge indicated' hi, concern

community-based centres -Ther^ thieuac,cused’s limited Criminals would get no better, only GÎoriaïcooDeration wiiï if ’ Z!°tmg
™y come a time.;' he adtots, ptrtTc e otïïït *1 **^

this five to^sk^toefto toe reh?b“tation- ™s view was tot to SEVEN CONVICTIONS decides tot a° nriLiV"

SSSStm ÇŒXS « Ü the eighth toe Gioria has been **

Kîïifs/-"'—'1™ -Tr.isrr„,stesstsisssi sëFSB-'isttsye sjjtssrssAs «-isssaws
JfuP jeei, says ted by a reformatory sentence of two lunch- Next to her are a group of men 

. I heir concept of years less a day. Even this would and w°men in their early twenties
justice is an eye for an eye and m®*® him eligible for parole in about charged with possession of marijuana
it’s very hard to change that ao- sevenmonths. for purposes of trafficking. They are ni . ,
proach ” listless and bored. One of the group Gloria doesn’t think her offences are

CRIMINOLOGISTS has failed to show up today and the Particularly serious, perhaps because
No one can doubt Allmand’s in- ?ther,s are discussing with enviable y goes to prisoa-If she does,

tegrity and sincerity, but he has an Psychological needs aside, most ega kn°w-h°w the appropriate tor [a^®ly serYi? so much as a third of
almost mystical belief in the social Canadians would probably sacrifice re.?Pans.es to 016 bench warrant that dlversi°n theorists
sciences and rehabilitation in spite of their satisfaction in retribution and WlU GIoria shifts her weight d®,, t mto account is that people
his own department’s studL which P^dshment if “rehabilitation” woSd jmcomfortably and listens to her aP1’ tou s°me extent, according to 
have chronicled their failures He per- fs lts advocated claim, protect them He’s talking about what she ^ beheve society views their
ceives most criminals a= -uffcrinr from recidivism. But. as should say when her case comes up. actions. A fine or suspended sentence
from a lack of love early in life and acg criminologists like Edwin H “I won’t uet murk ” --------- J~T m®aI^.the offence is smaU stuff.
ting out their deprived chüdh^S Suth®rland and Donald R. Cressev ,/ .u 8 K she Predlcts Hi5^v,st? Gloria find that
through rebellious anti-social acts He have reluctantly pointed out and *° the quiet sevent^n-year-old diversion simply means they can
simply cannot believe that criminals malar studies m New York last year 8irl- Th^ talk about going down the^n^f; ^tealülg to pay off 
are other than sick. confuro, when results are compared to Simmon* to lift „ «lerme from their last conviction. In

These views h*™ k. • between treatment programs to n, *imps°ns t ° llfl a sweater fact, diversion reduces itself to a sim-
disca^Vb7cr£to„toS2™f!.y “ref0rm” "totols, an/puTtoem C/Q»a ____________________  £SS°?ender:
tt true, toy hold out Uttlo h^o'for " >2eter" ®em’there * Toda>r 61”"= is charged with pay foMtoKThie S
favourable ohaugo In Canada, crime aueLftdX,^^ k ‘°

>
> *-
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NOT SERIOUS
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In defense of vengeance ■ ■ ■ There is another group that 
commits crime in an im
pulsive, unpredictable, and 
“sick” fashion. This is the 
group most often cited by 
liberals when they talk about 
the futility of long prison ter
ms as a deterrent.

MORAL RIGHT 
The liberals, of course, are 

right: psychopaths and 
sociopaths will not measure 
their actions against their 
reasonable consequences. But 
even such people can be ef
fectively incapacitated and 
society has every conceivable 
moral right to demand that 
they should be. At the same 
time, of course, insofar as 
sociopaths may be cured 
medically or may no t even 
become sociopaths in the first 
place if they are permitted to 
grow up in a better en
vironment, we should make 
every effort to achieve that 
better world concurrently with 
their incapacitation.

What society has a right to 
demand is that its members 
should not serve as guinea 
pigs for the sociologists any 
more than they should be the 
guinea pigs for the ex
periments of pharmaceutical 
companies.

NO SATISFACTION 
A society in which crime 

goes without real punishment 
and victims receive no 
satisfaction for their injury is 
a society that may turn to 
vigilante justice. Men may be 
thrown off cliffs for stealing a

murder conviction may be mining his prison sentence severity of the sentence would teJ^ision set.
While diversion advocates rising as the courts continue to rather than society ex- deter crime. All studies in- lne rngntiul cost of aping 

are lobbying to steer many interpret “insanity” more ercising retribution. Violent dicated that the certainty of our Vl.ctonan ancestors and
crimes out of prison, the Law liberally. Though “tem- criminals should, he thinks, be going to prison has a sleeping not sex but
Reform Commission and porary” insanity is not a moved in and out of prison ac- significant deterrent effect, ^elnbunon under the caipet is
Allmand are also lobbying to defence in Canadian law, in cording to their psychological Severity seemed to affect only beginning to show. Many
lighten the sentences of those *ac* ** not unusual for those state, with far less emphasis murder rates, though one y31}301311^ are > resent-

acquitted on grounds of in- on the crime committed. University of Chicago study * and 3 s Ga llup poll
sanity to regain their “There is some good in went further and concluded st3tl^tics on capital punish

er» 707? nimnct nor eQuilibrMm and freedom in a everyone,” he says and that severity also affected showuicreasmgly blood-
, 83 pe matter of months. One man denounces mandatory life im- general crime rates. Cynicism and a callous

cent of the sentences given acquitted of a triple murder prisonment as an admission indifference to good and evil
for murder-reduçed-to- charge on insanity grounds that rehabilitation has faded. COMMON SENSE are the products of a society
manslaughter were under ^ î97^ was back at his he concedes that it may be dif- The news of these studies rPm’eH «Htwhùf V,15 ,^es® 
muriMuugmer were unaer mechamc’s job less ficult to m who is does not seem to have reached ce,fned1wlth the needs of those
10 years. Over half of three years. This raised some rehabilitated and who is not, Ottawa. But common sense abserv? lts ™les than
those were under five eyebrows even in Toronto’s but will not allow himself to be ought to have told us long wltn 01086 wh0 break them.
years. ” progressive forensic com- prejudiced in this judgement before the scientists did. Some “A societv in which crimp
__________________________ maaity. by the crimes the prisoner has social scientists would have us n2 ° tZ , ,

Of twenty-seven murderers committed. believe that criminals are a 8°eS mthout real Punish-
Many Canadians suspect discharged from prison in 1973 Like most advocates of breed apart, but in fact it’s ment and victims receive

that the actual time served (actually thirty-seven were lighter prison sentences and more reasonable to assume no satisfaction for their
already for violent crimes discharged but statistics are more diversion from the that some criminals, like the ,„;,.rv .> n .nr;ptv thnt
may be too .light. A com- available on only twenty- criminal justice system, rest of us, weigh the risks and injury 15 society mai
bination of factors account for seven), five served less than Allmand talks as though it consequences of their actions may turn to vigilante
some relatively short-prison four years and twenty-one ser- were a proven fact that lenien- and act accordingly. justice. ”
terms now: at the courtroom ved between five and nine cy aids in rehabilitation and One of our major problems Regardless of whether
level many murders get years; of manslaughter protection of society. If only today is that politicians and nunfshment deters or
reduced to manslaughter discharges, sixty-seven per society could forgo its people to general divide Xbiütates it ^ neceLrv
because it’s claimed some un- cent had served less than vengeful instincts and aban- rouahlv into two arouDs- fm- ?11ch™ ’ wh»n
pleasant remsrk made by the yearsj attemPted mur- don such useless concepts as liberals and conservatives. Allmind1 was Isked whether
victim “provoked” the mur- der discharges seventy-seven deterrence, the argument Liberals, as a general rule, v^ince was m element of
derer. Provocation reduces Per c®” less than four goes, we’d all be better protec- want to do a great deal about justice he was shocked- “No 
murder to manslaughter and years; m rape convictions an ted. imnrovimr the soeial en- nTT nnf hi
^!Z:Sn^ye^ "U « — 'Ha, “SSr

victim around to testify. S-VTSSÏÏÏÏ if lightened self-,merest aS a general rule, see im- cy. Without either, society
Manslaughter sentences may ved than governs the actions of mense merit in punishment would have only passionlfess

put offenders back on the Given the statistic some criminals and those and care uttie about “n-
^lmnst faiujy f[ast' In 1973i Canadians may be excused for could be effectively
ot m ign“y„«s e,ven fo that L length of in-
ot tne sentences given for carceration is often
murder-reduced-uwnanslanght- grotesquely out ot proportion
zsmsm yeaaS- C?er to the havic and pain crated 
half of thra were wider five by the criminal, 
years, which could mean 
parole in eighteen months or 
day parole much«arlier.
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In cases where a man is convicted of rape, an of- statistics, Canadians may be excused for thinking
fence for which only the most brutal attacks that the length of incarceration is often grotesquely 
generally get to court, 94 per cent of those released out of proportion to the havoc and pain created by 
in 1973, had served less than three years. Given the the criminal.

continued from page 1 o

imprisoned for violent crimes.

con-

sanctions of utility, the most 
proving the environment, dehumanizing approach of all, 

, Whichever group happens to the approach of scientists to
deterred by raising the be in vogue or in power, it is rats in a Skinner maze.

clear that only half of thepenalties. ” Ultimately, in such a 
problem is being tackled by dispassionate paradise of

In fact, though it must be either. bureaucrats, there would be
acknowledged that the eviden- It is quite evident that neither love nor hate, neither 
ce is far from extensive, scien- enlightened self-interest vengeance nor mercy, only 
tific studies either indicate governs the action of some preventive regulations. Any
precisely the opposite or are criminals, and these people society that denies the concept

INSANITY But Allmand sees no reason inconclusive. Recent work could be effectively deterred of individual responsibility
About thirty-five per cent of ^uL",g,?,!„"=?,‘fî,^ £ Sfri^BvIgU^.I

fnnnH °* murder are. E*™’ no matter how brutal, tarnty of receiving a prison portunities and rewards of- lawlessness or end up denying
found not guilty by reason of This is m accord with his em- sentence rather than fered by a non-criminal all of its citizens any in-
insamty. This way out of a phasis on the prisoner deter- probation or a fine and the existence. dividual freedom.

;

GOOD IN EVERYONE
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Arts, Fine Arts joint venture

Creative Writing programme to commence in '76
ditional admission to the program
me. Admission to the programme

bitions.
One of the objectives of the 

programme is to take into account may be finalized after En 202 by 
the unpredictability and variety of submitting a portfolio of written 
the interests of writing students.

Students currently enrolled in 
either the Faculty of Arts or the 
Faculty of Fine Arts in their first ter the programme in their third
year may apply for admission to year by presenting, in a portfolio,
the Creative Writing programme evidence of writing experience
by applying for admission to equivalent to that provided by En
English 202 (Creative Writing).

If admission to English 202 is 
granted, it will be taken as a con- in September, 1976.

A new programme in Creative designed to allow students with the Faculty of Arts, with the ex-
Writing, to be offered jointly by the talent and ambition to develop ception that there will be no
the Faculty of Arts and the their abilities as writers while ear- ‘major’, as such.
Faculty of Fine Arts, has been ap- ning credit towards a university
proved by the York University degree.
Senate.

The programme, only the me will follow the pattern of other the central area of university
second of its kind in Canada, is general honours programmes in study.

Rather, the student will be given 
the opportunity to make the 

The Creative Writing program- development of his writing talent
work (from 5 to 25 pages) to the 
Programme Committee. 

Alternatively, students may en-

Both the Faculty of Arts and the 
Faculty of Fine Arts have a num
ber of distinguished writers who 
will be involved in the programme 
and in advising. These include Ir
ving Layton, Eli Mandel, Miriam 
Waddington, Michael Ondaatje 
and Frank Davey. In addition, 
there are a number of writers 
resident in the Toronto area who 
may be called on to serve as tem
porary appointees as the program
me develops.

Students will take a six-course 
major in Creative Writing, in
cluding practical writing 
workshops.

At the same time, the program
me permits the student to follow 
idiosyncratic combinations of 
courses, provided that he can 
demonstrate to his advisor their 
relevance to his writing am-

\\
202.

The programme will commencei

Problems of immigrant women
The International Student Centre is sponsoring a panel discussion on 

the Problems of Immigrant Women in Canada on Tuesday, January 13 
in the Calumet Common Room in Atkinson College.

Panelist will include Himani Banerji, Professor of Woman’s Studies 
at Atkinson College; Marlene Green, Co-ordinator of the Black 
Education Project; Filoména Almeida Mediros, of the Portuguese Com
munity Movement; Gloria Montera, of the Centre for Spanish Speaking 
Peoples and author of a book about immigrant women.

The panel discussion will commence at 7 p.m. and will be chaired by 
Patty Stamp, of York’s Department of Social Science.
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York men gymnasts host 
annual invitational meet Chicago ensemble 

to rock Burton fc
à&ÊuàL'jThe York University Men’s Varsity Gymnastics Team 

will host their annual Invitational Gymnastics Competition 
on Saturday, December 13. Teams from the University of 
Western Ontario, University of Toronto, University of 
Michigan, Laval University and York University will vie 
for top honours. Several well known gymnasts will com
pete, presenting high level routines.

An interesting aspect of the meet will be the York Team, 
which will consist of many highly recognized gymnasts 
reunited as the “Old Timers”: Tom Kinsman, former 
Yeoman of the Year at York University and presently the 
Technical Director of the Canadian Gymnastics 
Federation, Maasaki Naosaki, Canadian Men’s Senior 
Gymnastics Champion and Assistant York coach, plus an 
additional number of staff members and individuals in
volved in amateur gymnastic sport.

Members of the public are invited to attend. All events 
will be held in the Main Gym, Tait McKenzie Physical 
Education Building, at 6 p.m.

Above, Maasaki Naosaki performs on the rings.

The Art Ensemble of Chicago 
will open the new year for the Per
forming Arts Series on Wed
nesday, January 21.

The varied music of the En
semble shifts between influences 
of modern and avant garde jazz, 
Indian, African, Bebop, and 
Rhythm and Blues styles.

The ensemble features Lester 
Bowie on trumpet and fluglehom, 
Roscoe Mitchell on alto sax, tenor 
sax and piccolo, Joseph Jarman 
on alto sax, tenor sax and flute, 
Malachi Favors on bass, and Don 
Moye on percussion.

The performance will take place 
in Burton Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. 
Tickets are available at the Bur
ton box office from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m., Monday to Friday. Cost is $3 
per student, $5 general.
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Events for On Campus should be sent to 
the Communications Department, S802 
Ross. Deadline is Monday, 12 noon.On Campus

Dining Hall
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. — Play (P.E.A.K. Performance) 

see Monday 7:30 p.m.
CLUBS, MEETINGS

Today, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. — AIESEC — office is open 
Monday through Friday at this time — 020, Administrative 
Studies

12 noon — Integrity Club Meeting — “Unveiling the 
Magnificent You” with Grant Clarke —107, Stedman

8 p.m. — Eckankar —103, Winters
Friday, 1:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. — Winters Chess Club — 

Fridays at this time, Wednesday from 2:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. — 
030A, Winters

7 p.m. -10 p.m. — Badminton Club - Upper Gym, Tait 
McKenzie

Monday, 2 p.m. — Christian Science Organization — 
meeting (library open from 12 noon — 3 p.m. today) — 
030A, Winters

7,8 & 9 p.m. — Hatha Yoga — 202, Vanier
7:30 p.m. — York Bridge Club - Founders Dining 

Hall
Tuesday, 6 p.m. — York University Homophile 

Association — 215, Bethune
7 p.m. — Self-Defense for Women —106, Stong 

MISCELLANEOUS
Today, 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. — Inter-Christian Christmas 

Celebration (Christian Groups on campus) featuring Bible 
readings, carols and a talk by York President H. Ian Mac
donald — refreshments served — Faculty Lounge, Ross 
Building

Friday, 6 p.m. — Christmas Dinner-Dance (Mc

Laughlin) tickets are available from Room 109, 
McLaughlin or the Masters Office and are $1.00 for the 
dance and $3.50 for the dinner — McLaughlin Dining Hall

— Muslim Students Prayer Meeting — for time, 
location call 633-3821 or 537-1087

Sunday, 7 p.m. — Roman Catholic Mass — 107, Sted
man

Monday, 6 p.m. — Student Served Dinners — every 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday; Thursday — Winters 
Dining Hall

Tuesday, 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.— Christian Counselling & 
Religious Consultation — call Chaplain J. Judt at 661-2158 
— 226, Founders

8 p.m. -10:30 p.m. — Scottish Country Dancing — ad
mission 50 cents — Dance Studio (2nd floor), Vanier

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. — York Christian Fellowship — 
non-denominational — Music Room, McLaughlin 

COFFEE HOUSES, PUBS
For days and hours open, please call the individual cof- 

£00 houses:
Absinthe Coffee House — 039, Winters College (2349)
Ainger Coffee Shop — North Entrance, Atkinson (3544) 
Argh Coffee Shop — 051, McLaughlin College (3606) 
Atkinson Coffee House — 024, Atkinson (2488)
Atkinson Pub — 254, Atkinson (2489)
Cock & Bull Coffee Shop —123, Founders College (3667) 
JACS —112, Bethune College (6420)
Normans — 201, Bethne (3597)
Open End Coffee Shop — 004, Vanier College (6386)
Orange Snail Coffee Shop —107, Stong College (3587)
Tap ’n Keg Pub — 114C, Bethune College (3597)

SPECIAL LECTURES
Today, 4 p.m. — Applied Numerical Methods Seminar 

Series (Mathematics, Computer Science, Program in Ap
plied Computational & Mathematical Science) “Con
vective Scale Dynamic Modelling” with Terry L. Clark, 
Research Scientist, Atmospheric Environment Service — 
110, Curtis

7:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m. — Innovative Approaches to the 
Helping Relationship (Centre for Continuing Education) 
“Assertive Training” (originally to be held November 27) 
with John Jameson — general admission $6; $4 for studen
ts —107, Stedman !

FILMS ENTERTAINMENT
Today, 3 p.m. — Natural Science Film — “The Majestic 

Clockwork” from the Ascent of Man series — L, Curtis
8 p.m. — Christmas Dance Concert (Dance) eight 

works by members of the Dance faculty and guest 
choregrapher Noemi Lapzeson, a dancer and teacher at 
the Martha Graham School in New York — admission is 
free — Burton

8:30 p.m. — Film (Film) “Return of the Pink Panther” 
(Peter Sellers, Christopher Plummer) — admission $1.50 
— L, Curtis

Friday, 1 p.m. — German Movie (Calumt German 
Club) “Die Moral Der Ruth Halbfas” — 123A, Atkinson

8 p.m. -T- Christmas Dance Concert (Dance) see Thur
sday 8 p.m.

Saturday, 8 p.m. — Christmas Dance Concert (Dance) 
see Thursday 8 p.m.

Monday, 7:30 p.m. — Play (P.E.A.K. Performance) 
“Cue to Cue” (by Raymond Cosgrove) — McLaughlin

•t'v
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Winters asks for it

Student challenges loose security in colleges
By DAVID SALTMARSH the mugging of Robin Eaglesham ognition in the university of a need 

Winters student Gord Travers three weeks ago. for disciplinary action that even
2mpJ?fastw2knmg ty0n ACADEMIC PENALTIES ™ol™s ^Uing the police”, said 

Mo • * * • m Becker but added that intra-
At a meeting with assistant vice Travers wants to see academic university discipline would be 

president for student services penalties levied against minor preferable. To that end, the Council 
John Becker, Travers cited such offenders on campus, and in over- of Masters, of which he is a 
incidents as overturned garbage all improvement in security ser- member, is working on a policy 
cans, damaged chairs in common vices, perhaps through the use of proposal to present to President 
rooms, and people carrying away student patrols at social functions Macdonald that would delegate 
liquor at dances as proof for the and in the pubs. certain of the President’s
need to increase campus security. Becker agrees that security must disciplinary powers to the masters. 
The problem came to a head with be tightened. “There is a reo

PUB PAYMENT
Both Becker and Travers em

phasized the severe lack of York 
security personnel, pointing out 
that at any one time there are only 
two guards on duty. However, 
Becker claims that to hire more 
security guards would require 
some financial contribution from 
the pubs on campus. “The pubs are 
partially responsible for 
security problems,” he said. I 
“Alcohol is undeniably a major 1 
factor in many incidents.” i

The response of the pub I 
managers was one of cautious 1 
approval. Dave Bickerton of the 1 
Open End said he would contribute ® 
financially if he could be assured (j 
that the extra security guards ■ 
would make a difference. Doug I 
Ross of the Cock and Bull also 
supported the idea, on the condition 
that any additional security per
sonnel confine their work area to 
Complex 1

33,500,000 
Unclaimed 
Scholarships

S

mm

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of 
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 
□ I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

our
i s

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:
Name.

Address 
City___ i |State_
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

RESIDENCE ROWDIESZip____

Ross and Bilkerton, although 
admitting that drinking at their 
pubs contributed to security Photo is self-explanatory.

thaUhein-oblemTlsohas its roots hi ^hî “ 3 major experimenting with a student
the rLTdencTs Accord^ S setrur“y ^ce. Travers intends to

Apparently, Complex 1 à the only H£3S£££gg£

L -J

STEREO
SAVINGS
STEREOLAND WISHES THE YORK UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 

JOYOUS HOLIDAYS O A GREAT NEW YEAR

Mover developing national policyElectra Radio - 
AM-FM 
Receiver 

12 watts RMS

JVC 22-watts 
RMS 

AM-FM 
stereo 

receiver
n By CAROL MARKS the billion-odd dollars spent by the maritime provinces would be a 

. government to subsidize tran- balanced fare system.
Transportation is important in spoliation and regulate rates in This seminar was Dart of a

1 Canada. The Federal Govern- area served by only one or two continuinHeries of Sormal 
ments recent review of tran- modes of transportation. An lectures on Canadian Tran
Stoter«tCyhaSCamedmUCh £e7LniVentelT °eeït,hepïblic sP°rtatton m Ite Seventies The 

^ r» n l different qualities of travel at seminars are sponsored bv the U of
On December 9, Philip H. reduced rates to decrease heavy T - York Joint^Progran/in Tran-

Beinhaker was speaking at York on government subsidies. sportation and bv the York
tiiis subject. He is an advisor for the University Transport r>ntrp rt i«
involved °f Tran^p®ft’ . Beinharker also spoke on presented to keep faculty and
natioraUrin,™* review of developing freight transportation students informed. For more in- 
dfiî?,« i ^at pobcy; He m Canada. Particularly vital to the formation on this series , contact 
discussed possible ways to reduce industrialization of the westemand ElizabethSeringhaus at 667-3136

+
+

BSR magnetic turntable 
with ADC cartridge 
Pair 2-way acoustic 

suspension speakers
8" + 3%"

DUAL 1225 turntable 
shure cartridge 
pair 2-way air- 

suspension speakers
ListList *399“*245“ $610.00
NOW

$410.00
NOW

ITechnics
#5200

(by Panasonic) 
Stereo 

Receiver

Pioneer 
SX-535 

40 watts 
RMS

A wine for all reasons. Mateus Rosé.
:E—l
Sf!
Wmm

Product of Portugal.

Marketed across Canada 
by Canadian Schenley Distilleries Ltd.

+
+32 Watts RMS 

DUAL 1225 turntable 
with Shure cartridge 
pair 2-way speakers

..DUAL CS-1225 
with Shure cartridge ■Si:

+
j 'List pair 2-way speakers♦419“ Hi m

m'umiu m$580.00
NOW List *499“$680.00

NOW m

mmAGS receiver 
44 watts
$168.00

Noresco #245 
32 watts
$225.00

JVC w/equilizer 
30 watts
$225.00 

Roberts 4030 
20 watts
$129.00

Roberts 6075 
30 watts
$179.00

Noresco 225 
20 watts
$109.00

vS SPECIAL PURCHASE
Memorex Chrome SO 
Cseettss rsg. 6.19

Buy 3 Buy 12 
3.69 as. 3.55 as.

Buy 2 Buy 12 
L50*. 2.45as.

LMatEusJF —IMamerex low noiae 90 
Caaaattaa rag. 3.89 
No matter where you shop, if 
you compare value you'll 
agree stereoland is the place 
to buy. If sold out - prices will 
be kept with deposit only.
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y 5poUight Breakthrough's eight-woman
staff provides forum at York

By BRENDA WEEKS having been a lettering artist in Bookstore downtown.”
The idea of organizing a various firms, said of the volun- Both McFadden and Craven 

woman’s newspaper on campus ^eer collective at Breakthrough agreed that the main problem has 
started Janet Patterson and even- H13* sbe bad developed some been in ending up with “four of 
tually a whole collective of women rewarding friendships through five people doing all the work ” 
on the road to Breakthrough, working in the group that she 
York’s “feminist” magazine. ’ might never have otherwise ex-

Excalibur spoke to Break- Perienced- 
through’s editor, Lynn McFadden,

There is a continuing need for 
more and more enthusiastic per
sonnel. “After all,” said Me

in the current issue of Fadden> “ours “ not 3 very slick 
and lay-out technician, Janet Breakthrough, there are two ar- newspaper; anyone could do it if 
Craven, on Friday. They stressed tides written by men. One, by a she had the motivation.” 
the importance of the rest of the fed-up social worker, informs 
female staff (the “collective”, as 
they call it).

“It is most important to have 
women of their legal rights in new people coming in all the 
areas in which they have been time,” Craven piped in, “because 

“In fact, the December issue of shafted in the past. The other is a of the way people come and go in 
our magazine has an editorial on tfrade by 311 enlightened man, university. It would be a great 
the advantages of women working tired of the male exploitation of tragedy to have all our energies 
together in a group design,” Me- women in popular skin magazines, and efforts up until now discarted,
Fadden said. “We share all the libfratfd mfn if the newspaper were to crum-responsibilitiescompletely.be n LIBERATED MEN - ble.”
they in terms of writing skills . Besides exploring the possibili- „ . 
learning lay-out and' design' ties for women, Breakthrough tries Fortunately, Breakthrough’s
promotion or reporting. ’ to give voice to the men who are fundm8 has been sufficient, and

“It is interesting to note ” she interested in liberating themselves £°sts hav<-1 hfen met. “Besides a 
added “that of enUentiv» nf from their own sex roles. thousand dollars from CYSF, the
eight women, most are over 25. “We want to improve male- gShg^imneyV”
You could almost conclude that female relationships with our Fadden 
women are not inclined to assert newspaper,” said McFadden, „ , ,
themselves, if they are going to “and the response in this regard The next issue of Breakthrough 
assert themselves at all, until they has been so good, that men read it focus the theme of
get older. widely too. children. The women at

“Thai.isindication enough of the “Our neat atep is to get SSS'SSSfcî’SSb toYort need to disseminate information of Breakthrough beyond the campus, women m pït™ reSttag took 
mterest to the women on cam- and into some bookstores," sto reviews
P^' , , , said- We currentiy hold a place line for the next issue is January

Craven, who knows lay-out well, on the racks of the Womens’s 5. January
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You can't slip this snoop

AGYU
By MICHELINA TRIGIANI

As a police officer in his native Pakistan, Shafiq Malik’s days were of
ten filled with chasing local murderers. Well, it’s two and a half years 
later and his job as “check-out operator” at York’s Scott Library is 
quite a change.

“Malik” is the man who searches all our bags and briefcases as we 
file through the turnstiles in the library and he really likes it. “I was 
ucky to get a job here. I can see and talk to so many different people.”

MaUk finds strategies for sneaking out books “very amusing”. 
People try rubbing out the YUL stamp, re-covering books, glueing back 
pages together, removing cards and pockets and girls often hide them 
under heaps of make-up. His Pakistani police days help; he catches 
about three people daily. “I can tell who’s stealing and who’s just forgot
ten and I usually find them out.” J 8

But it’s not all work at York. Malik takes advantage of the social life 
on campus (he’s single) and often attends club dances, movies and pubs, c 
He bluntly calls “beautiful” women his favourites and admits to 
weakness for the face and eyes.

He’s a keen badminton player, loves to fish and go horseback 
n takes home movies to appease his artistic appetite. V
, :;™st.™?r’ I travelled to Yarmouth and really shot some \
beautiful film His favourite pastime is talking with people of various c 
cultures, but the groups and cliques at York worry him. “We’re all the 
same, you know.”

Malik has been working for York since he arrived in Canada but he 
doesn t see his future here. He’s already involved in an import business -s 
on the side and hopes, one day, to open his own handicraft and jewellery

Season’s Greetings
Jan. 12 - Feb. 1 
Another World

SALON & ACADEMY 
Paintings c. 1805-1925

ART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITY

Ross N145 Mon Fri )0 4:30 Sun 2 5
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Rill's
Food Service Ltd.

Vt
^ettc Vf x"Season's Greetings" *

Wish all customers and 
all students and staff 

of York University

"Very special 
homes 

for very 
important 
people"

39
x

Y: l
ML *39

W
We have homes in:

CABBAGETOWN 
BAYVIEW VILLAGE 
POST ROAD 
LAWRENCE PARK 
FOREST HILL

it a very
Special Christmas 
and a Prosperous 

New Year

7
M- Æ& *K> A,

$John Shortill Ltd. A
©aREALTOR

38 Berwick (Yonge & Eglinton) 483-4166

Conact: LINDSEY BENT 
res. 698-6257
MARY WEST 
res. 421-9903
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--------------- BOOKS----------------
Poetic image explodes 

in Laurelled Petals

What do you give to the man 
or woman who has everything?

By SHELLEY RABINOVITCH sizes, including one with an For the single woman living 
What can play dead, dive into ‘imitation diamond necklace’. All alone, the vendors suggest 

your swimming pool, and race are pedigreed and toilet trained. razorback rock as protection, 
down hills? Why, a pet rock! These rocks are extremely sharp

For |2.50, any member of the “ cared for properly, the rock and will fend off attackers if 
York community can buy a pet rock vendors claim they will live for thrown.
until December 12 in Central ^iree II^^lon Ve31-8 or ™ore- They Gary Stoimanoff, a student at
Square. breed only if crossed with a pick- York, has been selling the rocks as

.... , axe, and the rocks do not bark or part of a class project in Social
The rocks come m all shapes and bite. Science

a
By OAKLAND ROSS By seein ’ its maucho scars in 

every cat’s fur.
But you ’se, you’re clean, am’ 

decent like they ain 7;
To get you babe, I’de square, 

an’ be a Saint!

The finest image in Laurelled 
Petals (the second issue of 
Direction, the Founders College 
journal of student poetry and 
graphics) is located midway
through an otherwise lack-lustre ifs a light, melt-in-your- 
poem by G. Gilbert - Gray. A mouth bit of poetry, but it’s ten 
womans “arching belly” times better than the tiresome, 
welcomes her reluctant lover solemn sermons Jorgensen 
aojne. usually delivers.

The image works the way Coupled with a frequent 
poetry should work; it explodes, sloppiness of craft, that very

5e realeï s solemnity is what is chiefly 
mind. It lucidly and powerfully irksome about Direction No. 2.

TÏT freeti^ ÎT Jud8ing by the tone of many of 
lover m ted. But it also sets off a the poems, you would think that 
senes of connotative echoes, the contributors read nothing 

e arch suggests the arch but Desiderata for inspiration. It 
of a church, a bridge, a Is No Ordinary Thing by Stanley
passageway, an entrance. The Reid and most of the con- 
word “telly”, in addition to its tributions of co-editors 
sexual associations, suggests Jorgensen and Gilbert-Gray 
fertility and maternity, seem unnecessarily ponderous 
Together, the words become and stilted, 
more than the sum of their Nevertheless, the good pieces 
meanings. in the booklet make it

The explosive tendency of thwhile. In additidn 
carefully combined words is

* -v— - i
V:

Â
-y^

wor- 
to those

____ _ . . - already mentioned, there is a
among the basic properties of delightfully jumbled piece by 
poetry. It is a property which is John T. Kellnhauser entitled An

irïfithis and despite its unfortunate 
title, Direction No. 2 is a distinct 
improvement over Direction 
No. 1.

VrL x ) ) ./

amateur.
Weapons by Marco Fraticelli 

and Neverdundant by C.J. Park 
also stand out.

There are some strong, finely- The graphics, particularly 
crafted poems, notably Silence Oceanic Consciousness by Jerry 
by Richard Hayles and-the- Silverberg, and an untitled 
pnng-is-here-poem-apri1-18-75 portrait by Kathi Doody 
by Michael Todd. excellent. *

Pose by Brenda Brooks is a The design and lay-out of 
fine, ironic piece. It describes a Direction are, once again, 
woman showing old class- professional and attractive.
rÏI0 CrSe ^ w °Ver' Direction No. 2, unlike its 
But that dispassionate third eye, predecessor, justifies its 
the camera, has discovered 
something in her which no one

88!

are

cover
price ($1.50) and augurs well for 

. , , the future of Founders College
else has seen. And she is not sure Student Publications 
she wants her lover to know. The The only other (minor) quib-
pose is not m the picture; the ble is with editing and proof- 
pose is the woman outside the reading. There are several
piS™re; x unintentional grammatical

The Lower West-side Sonnet, errors and one momentarily 
by co-editor David H. Jorgen- confusing typo: The third word 
sen, is a tough, bluesy in the second stanza of It Is No 
throwaway poem: Ordinary Thing by Stanley Reid

For twenty blocks, the should be “insulation”; there is 
clowns, they call me ‘Sir’: AH no such word as “insultation” 
hip’d to pass on callin’ out my though, perhaps, there should 
shiv„■ be.Ik

Ntokii

The taxman cometh
LONDON (CUP) — An Ontario government tax audit may cost the 

student union at the University of Western Ontario between $30,000 and 
$60,000 in back taxes. Council chief accountant Rick Stocking got a call 
from the government which referred to entertainment taxes that have not 
been paid. He said there is some question as to whether or not Western’s 
council is exempt from these taxes.

“The audit might go back a long way” Stocking said, “it’s a question of 
interpretation of the provisions of the Ontario sales tax laws.”

,5'

More than an Engineer.
Our Military Engineers are very specialised people.
They design and build bridges, airstrips, base facili- 

ies, supervise and maintain all kinds of equipment 
bases around the world.

It’s a very special jcb One that involves working 
with men. Guiding them. Training them. A job where you 
can apply your knowledge in all kinds of challenging 
situations.

14on our It

Best Wishes
If you’re into engineering, we can get you into 

something more than just an office job. An Officer’s job 
where you can develop your full potential.

Give it some thought. We can give you plenty of 
opportunities to use your specialised knowledge in some 
very unusual ways.

Send this coupon for more information.

for
GET

Christmas b the New YearSb INVOLVED 
mt- WITH THE 
W CANADIAN 
W ARMED 

FORCES.
to ai

Members of York University
Directorate of Recruiting & Selection,
National Defence Headquarters, Box 8989, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2
Please send me more 
Engineers.
Name____________
Address___________
City__________________
University-____________
Course__________

from
information about opportunities in the Canadian Forces for Military

in Central Square
/■_ ■» __Prov.. _ -Postal Code____

—Year!
»
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York profiles: Aba Bayevsky

Artist seeks society's essence in myth, legends
dealers with big money. “I had to four galleries in all of Toronto,” at all in the commission, appeared has concentrated on Icelandic 

legends, Hebrew legend, and the 
legend of the Canadian hero, Paid 
Bunyan.

“Legend and mythology is the 
essence of what our society is,” 
Bayevsky said. “They show the 
aspirations of people, especially in 
terms of the Indian legend, where 
you find spirits of the sky, the 
rain, thunder, lightning, the fall, 
and even crops.

“I have spent a great deal of 
time working in this area.” 
Bayevsky’s 
arrangement of the Indian legend 
prints mounted on the walls in his 
studio testify to the fact.

Bayevsky’s latest achievement 
has been a series of watercolours, 
the subject of which is the Ken
sington and St. Lawrence market 
places. A native of Toronto, 
Bayevsky grew up in the Ken
sington market area.

It has been a regular hang-out 
for him since he was a lad, and he 
is very happy going down on a 
regular basis, and capturing ac
tion sketches on a sketch pad. This 
latest series of paintings, a con
stant endeavour over the last two 
years, will be exhibited in the near 
future.

By BRENDA WEEKS
An unexpectedly bright and ex- do many things I wouldn’t have he said, “and now there is a great on the scene large as life.” 

pansive studio at the top of a tacky wanted to do in order to pursue proliferation of them throughout “Where were they when we 
one hundred year old building in my art as I wanted it,” he con- the city, both public and private, were working on the Canada Coun- 
congested downtown Toronto, tinued.
provides the ‘stable’ art quarters As a young war artist after the progress being made, 
for distinguished artist, Aba Second World War, he associated “In the old days we worked like bloody thing about art,” he con- 
Bayevsky. A fellow at Stong with many older and established hell to get the Massey Commission tinued.
College, Bayevsky discussed the artists and gained confidence in in order to see some research In this same vein, Bayevsky 
state of affairs in the art world knowing that he was doing the made on art and the need for its made short work of the private art

financing in the country,” Bayev- dealers who wield too much in- 
“I dug ditches once in order to Bayevsky also talked about the sky said. “And as soon as money fluence, in his opinion. “These 

do my art,” Bayevsky said. This prominence that art has gained became available, after all the men should never have any say 
in reference to the fact of his today. “When I came back after surveys were taken, certain whatsoever on the use of public 
determination not to sell out to the the war, there were only three or people who had not been involved funds, and it is unfortunate that

they do,” he said. “The arts are 
far too fragile to be at the mercy 
of these opportunists,” Bayevsky 
lamented, “and they wield a most 
destructive force on the Canadian 
art scene today.”

It is the ‘trickie-dickies’ in the 
art world who are calling the shots 
in regards to what is ‘big’ this 
year, according to Bayevsky. 
“They’re talking fashion, I’m 
talking art,” he said.

“They have no understanding 
that those things that are basic in 
art are as important today as they 
ever were. The continuum is as 
relevant today as it was in the 
past,” Bayevsky said. “They do 
not see the universal un
derstanding of human nature that 
remains the same.”

Bayevsky is known for his con
centration on a theme in a series 
of efforts. He was particularly en
thusiastic about his prints of In
dian legends which he found ‘enor
mously interesting’. Heretofore he

This is a very positive sign of the cil?” Bayevsky exclaimed in
disgust. “They don’t know the first

right thing in this respect.today with Excalibur.
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CHRISTMAS
is aDR. LABIB JEWISH HOLIDAY A GREAT IDEA

55 Wingold Avenue
(Glencaim & Dufferin)

SPORTS AND DANCE CENTRE
YORK UNIVERSITY CENTRAL SQUARE

telephone: 782-7658
Open:

11 A.M. 6 P.M.

-

55 Wingold Ave. Mon-Fri 
Sats. 9:30 A.M. 1:30 P.M.(2 blocks South of 

Glencaim West from 
Dufferin)

782 7658

Everyone agrees it's a Great Idea. 
Nearly new clothing at ridiculously 
low prices for the Campus crowd. 
You get brand names like Gauche, 
Holt Renfrew, Mr Leonard and 

Coat ensembles fromTEL: 661-2446 Creed s
Living Samuels and many 
Imports from Paris, Italian Knits 
from Rome. Original designs up to 
$175, as low as $5 Wedding 

formerly $400. you get

GOWNS FOR CHRISTMAS 
HOSIERY FROM PARIS 

CRYSTALS FROM EUROPE 
COSTUME JEWELLERY 

FUR COATS AND MANY 
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

gowns
from $10 to $65 You also getHave a Merry Christmas 

artd a Happy New Year
Suede Jackets. Coats, and dresses 

colour and size Also
(or et lent k should be)

BETH SAR SHALOM
|

10% DISCOUNT in every 
available are children's clothing

WITH THIS AD and household items.BETH SAR SHALOM B.O. BOX 3004 
WILLOWDALE TEL.: 635-6037 See us before you buy
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Classic and modern plays compete 
Theatre projects inundate viewers

Everyone who saw the Winter grotesquitv and hnrlpemm u . ..
Tbeab-e Company's production of Director to » "‘ÔÎL? d™1BS "T Aboï‘
Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi last week, credited with keenin^h! 2° pla?.s *ereu , Performed, 
seemed to catch the gist and the oroductinn tngpthor f ®pmg th® representmg the whole range from 
jest of it immediately.8 KSnlhSritoMhS,0< .Mo“re ”*■ SM"*Peat* through

Ubu (played by David Kirby) is Ubu Rni nngLwc it dhilarity, to Jules Feiffer and Peter Kandke.
content being füng Wencesias’ si^^owev2°-were put forth by 
confidential officer until Mother seems to deliîe? besides the ^ents Deborah stenard and J. 
Ubu (Wendy Bruce) does a Lady humour an obliqU‘ (^! PS£^W „
MacBeth number on him. She profound?) absurdist9Th.ereJ were interesting mo- 
convinces him to do in the King and about the human conditio? mCntS’ mo™ents> surprising 
take over the Kingdom. What en- However subtlySurfÎÏ,Roi S®"*5 and regardl.ess of 
sues is more violent than the death may or imv rotbe it is eveïv^it y°ü Yu're a particiPant or
scene from Hamlet repeated ten wilfflyandridiculouslvnrrrfln^ b * observe!-, these moments were

By JUDY POP, EL writteni by Canadian comprwer •™eso™;i„,mtigoryg,„r,. nJ piay ub„ S betWeen '“ht

The faculty and students of the Harry Freedman, and will be per- Ubu ,Ro1 M outrageously Roi was entitled There, directed by Thursday night’s M„orini 
dance department will hold an formed hve by violinist Steven C?™1C ?nd nonsensical. The Andy Levine. The two actors inrlnHeH ««p^w, r,epertoir®
evening of dance tonight, tomorrow Staiyk and pianist Helana Bowkun ^olence is not at aU appalling - it walked back and forth and looked with zen anedcotes bv WrerEnJ
night and on Saturday at 8 p.m. in °[ Toronto Symphony Or- £ sidesplitting. Ubu poisons the here and there and took turns and Wai ?unv K f ? 
Burtonauditorium. chestra. King's relatives by feeding them spouting incoherent bits of 6 H 1116 gen,eral

Guest choreographer Naomi T O01" works were prepared by Prions of a toiletbowl scrul>brush monologue. Maybe this play is 1 of serfo^btTonT T™

Lapzeson will be premiering her f$ne Bf?.ch’ Teri11 Maguire, s dinner party. (You just had to theatrical experiment but it was all and a certain amount of inentihidp
new work Conversations Inside, a DianneMimura, Sandra Neels, **£“*>•. talk and no action. «Ma CHtorn amount of ineptitude
dance of “texture mood a DannyGrossman and Keith Urban. The audience dehghtedm a small The idea behind it all rines T! „ , ... ,
rememberance of an inside Sandra Neels has danced with scene where two Polish peasants somehow come across — the idea Physician^Soite ofHimsetf ^
quietness, "as she describes it. }£”* ^unnmgham for 10 years, conversed in an absolutely perfect that people are locked into their rattled off S ifit was a iotewith a

«ssisr/» Sfassa rêHEESE
tvXvwlSF* ra5ethe clamatir-S^noîtoto: Si™Sg=eXPrKSed 8 b°* was minhnall, interesting
y anny which I have suffered since Maguire with Marie Marchowskv trinsically funny to the man in the As an acting exereisp h and poorly directed. It dragged and

pto,..;4SGS,ra c oreogra- ret'bu,theaud,e"“iua,,oved îïÿys’js-ïv*
Musical score for Encounter was itoNattunaiBailatSctoui. ttjf^cTre^to

minor roles. For example, Deb Week were not without °f ïl™ offensive, however,
Bodine, who played Queen dexteritvinthS ^Lntofi ^ was the barren acting and confused 
Rosemonde, went on to give an y P entation. direction. Nevertheless the action
exquisite performance as tire entire BUI Gladstone provoked many members of the
Russian army. Henrv Bolzan audience to gather boldly on stage.

Discussion foUowed to offend the 
director; Doubie Greenberg 
countered with an insult at the 
theatre department, saying that it 
prepares you for show biz and not 
art. He also felt that the theatre’s

2o

J
!

Students rehearsing for Christmas concert.

Lapzeson premieres at Burton

was

A light white wine in a 
classic black bottle. 

Imported from Germany.

Chiite affordable. 
Quite unforgettable.

Russian army. Henry Bolzan 
played King Wenceslas, five 
noblemen, the Emperor Alexis, and 
last but not least,
David Hinkle, Pekka Hanninen, a student projectweek. Every year 
and Howie Shankman filled in the York’s Department of Theatre

suspends all regular theatre

What can you do with no money 
grizzly bear, and very little time? The answer isa

other numerous minor roles. suspends all reeular theatre __ j * _
The cast members were all adept classes and turns over all facilities Programme P.E.A.K.,

m their roles, and all seemed to students. was being generally ignored at the
equally skilled in playing up the The results might Hp huttur university simply because it did not
imique UbU Roi blend of parody- measured “ Quantity, which is not, ^hToThTAw^yT^the

evening were Feiffer’s People (by 
Jules Feiffer) and Little Malcolm & 
His Struggles Against the Eunuchs, 
by David Halloway. The former 
provided lots of room for fun and 
games. The production of the latter 
proved to be half-assed and silly.

Saturday night was interesting. 
The level of acting seemed to move 
up a notch. A lot of good things were 
happening. Overtones (by Alice 
Gertensberg) was four

Diito‘8
IT VLI V>‘ > ILIAA m

now appearing

Herb Marshall women
doing a take-off on T.V. com
mercials and a skit that satirized 
woman-to-woman chat. The 
direction was strong and the acting, 
pleasing. Again, the evening 
long and the better moments 
substantially increased.

Sunday afternoon drowned 
with 5 completely different plays* 
Indeed, at this point, as strictly 
member of the audience, I felt 
overloaded with too 
presentations.

* ar
A

X mTïTuTi DINING AND DANCING 
FULLY LICENSED 

PICK -UP AND FREE DEL / VER Y 
ON ORDERS $3.50 AND UP

1027 Steeles West (at Bathurst) 
___  630-6300

was
were

one

a

many

Risha Gotlibowicz- >

* 5ÎC« 4 W/é&*!£«

CHRISTMAS STEREO SALE
RA TED BESTBUYl!

4*

•S:
44 Harmon Kardon 330 B

20 Watts R.M.S. per channel

Dynaco A 10 Spkrs.
A long standing reputation

Toshiba SR300 w/mag. cartridge 
A great value turntable

#:rec.
sugg. list 299.95

14 sugg. list 141.50 pr.

weeiitet b,
'•Wlwto*11,1 bt en|o'l,e •* « «

<Uck ter1 ,lont

' ™ 0 Klrteeeiet n tatf

i W,'
i’W*'à

sugg. list 169.95
*i

86» 611.40Listl
fl

Christmas Special $489.95
TAVAT STEREO & T.V.

241-7380 -1393 Lawrence Avenue West - 241-8235
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A

4
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Herewith>, a Casua,pick of Pops for 75
SSa33SS ’?SSSS“S•AïX'fist Essay*-**-Excalibur’s Year End Music Wrapi hand-tîhand <S£.’ S‘ M lea^L?0"^ C*me and went. nameforth^lvMin'tk^6 f Not only is Quasimodo Rock alive 

mn deS1lned t0 C0^use y°u even imitators are usuaUy not asgood as rock sh™J?nt° one of the b681 Top 30 music. taof md *eU> "M* fine releases this
more when searching for that the innovators and when shows ** quite a while, as well There isn’t too much tnoQ„ K * year by Gentle Giant, Pink Floyd,
musicalmasterpieceforafriend. novstora are Grand Funk, the stuff anUlol°6ies. this year’s rhythm & blue. nfn.*Ut and Flreballet, it now has an off-
th,?,e«S £5 *^8 <»nbe5atalyigMS1f“fcU'e,*uff ?!*"****«*.yjk-ynt* Mo« ot it K"g: Kraftwerk's Meccano

sçawatSS sStHSS Sëizslxzezleave bad enough alone? EUon John’!, Rock of lheWeSÏÏ KeTm^^iK eoà K.“Ü f-= £5 - WST’SS

Whatever happened to Popeye? EhEC=
JsSSSSsa SS®=as«3 »„-.rss.TK SSrl^S S53S?I
away. So if you ever wondered what ?t ma our social naivete. °f ,"LKariZlng tlus very easy to which it 2 ettSSJ
ever happened to the old Poneve Kmay surprise some people to As Hartt says, the Aladdin hSi£nt°,n™slc' prize goes to PlintM.-Z!?6. k?oby
cartoons you used to watch when reallze that animated cartoon art Theatre is attempting to be an „ There s botfl good and bad this Generation His sonÎ r®8*
you were three, now you know clw r** /S intricate and alternative, to bring in films that the nin" th® Ca3adian scene. While Braun and the like iusfdnn’fh-^8
they’ve faded from the cinematic a?f)blst.lcated as any other branch are good but usually unavailable the r gr0Uf^,bke Lighthouse and spot at all t don t hit the
scene. UC oftbecinema. Hartt himself is a dedStS film Shi GuefS LWho are justifiably Well that’s ahn„t it it k

TV MARKETABILITY T ‘Dav*d Fleischer and Harman- (who. claims, incidentally, to horizon are promisin’ m®8® 0n 016 1)660 a’ bad year for rock bufyoumm iwm #n§ essesÆSisasaîssî ?rra.0r6„fü,aeAi,Jd™£Lea;„d old cartoons have « '

Yonge Street, has a private ra61st °r sexist overtones, which night and amnno th ng®8 every 
collection of some of the best eUminate them from features are- Dreyer’s JoKT”8 I
animated art to come out of today8 super-conscious television Von Strnh»im=’ yer 8 Joanof Arc, IHollywood. come out of market. “We don’t have the aS? Laïgt M Greed’ and Fritz

•a O u•.
m 'oooooôôv

*•e

And every Sunday night at 7-00 
you can see Mighty Mouse, Betty

ppres heures* fleedmeaue VI
ôEAôONS

Hilton's work 
is child-like

By SHEILA STANLEY 
The work currently on display at w 

the Art GaUery of York University + 
is that of the British painter, Roger ML 
Hilton. Although well exhibited in - 
England and Europe, Hilton is little 
known in Canada and makes his 
Toronto debut with this showing. I

The most striking aspect of the "F 
show is his total unpretentiousness. 
u?u mos* obvious source is 

children’s art, but though Hilton’s 
work is undeniably child-like, it is in 
no way childish. He has taken the 
format of children’s art and infused 
it with his 
expression.

¥

Saturday M3C.lv 
? <l:30r.-3:oou Vanier Dining Hall* 

Cover Charge *1“ Licensed^ ^ * NOW YOU CAN AFFORD AN
ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR

YOU THOUGHT YOU COUIDNT AFFORD

28 FUNCTIONS
COMMODORE 
MODEL 7919D

WITH SCIENTIFIC NOTATIONS /
AND LOADS OF OTHER FEATURES /
FOR WHICH YOU WOULD EXPECT TO :
PAY MORE THAN TWICE AS MUCH:

Vutierl.Di .75

<0095
Limited

FOR
own mature artistic ONLY

COLOUR AND LINE
He paints with thick guache on 

paper, often combined with 
charcoal drawing. Though both 
mediums appear in the same 
pieces, neither is gratuitous nor 
subservient to the other. There is no 
lack of unity, yet colour and line 
retain their individual qualities 
„e directness of the medium has 

allowed him an immediacy rarely 
achieved on the large canvas.

The bright, unmuddied colours 
nave a gay carnival air that is fresh 
and appealing without being too 
cute. Hilton has somehow managed

MXep^bel<wand le'you
of simplicity and sophistication ^
places Hilton’s oeuvre among the wJN
£T6clt.

©

What is our program? It’s our Sales & Marketing 
Management Program and it gives you inside 
information on what it takes to become a successful 
insurance safes manager. It covers subjects suXs

insuranrp And !aw,and taxation in relation to 
insurance and estate planning, to name a few

• Automatically converts • 
to scientific notations 
when answer exceeds 
8-digit display
• 8-digit number in 
floating decimal mode
• Memory Store 
and Recall

Common Log and 
Common Antilog £•
• Natural Log and 
Natural Antilog
• Pi. Yx (power key) ; AW
•x2.Vx.Vx £
• Change Sign
• Exchange Register Nil 

9 Volt Battery
• AC Adapter Optional^^^^ 

x 5 V L x %" D; Weight: 4

suppl^sTastf96 °f ‘hiS Unbelievable °"er while

imors i^th»6,0',he. !ar9est selections of calcu-
mLjor brands ^ 60 models Mos‘

at Reduced Prices

• Sine. Cosine, Tangent. • 
Inverse Trig functions 
Size: 2 V W ounces

The Canada Life Assurance Company

3TsssMrasœ"„7m7'
nSnt Progranr in,0rma,ion about your Sales A Marketing Manage-

r

For information
also Texas Insfrume"^» sr's! A ”

Inquire about
on

Fine Arts 
Events

our student discount programNAME

THE CALCULATOR STORE 
MARKETRON CORP. LTD.

1240 BAY ST. - MALI (Ju# north of Bloor) 
Toronto Ph. 923-1917

OPEN DAILY 10-6, THURSDAY & FRIDAY ’

I ADDRESS_______________

i UNIVERSITY____________

J COURSE_________________

J (Include resume if available )■--T--„

PHONE

on

3330

TIL 9 P.M.-I
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First performance of play

Writing is a parachute for Ray Cosgrove
By FORSTER FREED P.E.A.K., adds that the play is part at Sir George Williams he 

If Raymond Cosgrove is counting of an almost religious search for auditioned for the school’s dramai* as as
.. . , . integral facet of my life - the way I different way to be. It posited

Production. mounted by work out my conflicts and chart radical difference in the way I led 
York s Graduate Programme in who I am, where I’ve come from, my life ”
Theatre (P.E.A.K.) this coming and why.”
Monday and Tuesday (December

| l *a

„ , THE LAST STRAW
4 Cosgrove started to write in 1959 Work at Sir George was followed

15 and 16), will be the first when he was still living in his native by four years of acting in semi-
£.dSth5tSt2ifany °ih S Playt MMïtreal. Aged 19 at the time, he professional theatre in and around

rk^c^eT“!î ïïïïssss jssysiSsM;
ES"™

tLC u * * existence and attempting to come with theatrical life, the last straw
The fact is, however, that for to grips with a “demoralising was provided by of all things an 

Cosgrove, Cue to Cue is not just working class background,” he appearance with the Maurice 
another play. When I spoke with found it necessary to write. But Chevalier show at Expo. “It was a 
hun.astf week he was anxious to writing (first poetry and prose, and disgusting experience but it gave
m hiC £egT81? thlspay later drfna) was iust one of the fast money. aL it pushed me to my
asms gift toJohn Juham and the answers he found. limits” H y
P.E.A.K. ensemble. And Cosgrove, In addition, there was theatre, 
who acts as well as writes for While taking some evening classes Responding to a suggestion from 

his parents, he enrolled in St.
Joseph’s teachers college where he 
spent two years. A summer with a Hü_______________ _
theatrical community, and three Raymond Cosgrove performing with P.E.A.K. in Poland.
Extern TowrBhfpsfdtowed'it was is holy in the demands il Places on individual scenes or “matches ’. Ir
the latter experience which led to a my1t^rie’space-mtellect ~ and my every sense, then, Cue to Cue is
period of intense introspection and S°Porhor.c QC im™,* t o i? a v ,*° Cosgrove’s P.E.A.K.
personal questioning. Perhaps as important, P.E.A.K connection.

“I made a frantic retreat to mv forcad, hl™ to .th®. kind. °f “I know it may sound odd—almost
one and only spiritual base — PSyct10!0g!f,a exploration which, as if I’m giving some kind of super-
Roman Catholicsm. I had nothing coupled with previous experiences, testimonial for Encyclopedia 
else to hang on to at the time resulted m the writing of Cue to Britannica — but P.E.A.K. opened
Eventually, I took a night cour™in Cu<V A. sanes of . one on °"e up my abihty to love.” As the first
theology at Loyola, audit proved to confrontatlons °r ^passes bet- fruits of this labour of love, Cue to
beasiinificantchoice.” ween opposing characters the pay Cue should prove a unique ex-

At Loyola, he met Peter could never have arisen without the perience for performer and
Richardson, a professor who helped ^ h°LP^ mteractlon audience alike,
validate and give structure^to Poached by Juhani. P.E.A.K. will present Cue to Cue
Cosgrove’s need for religious HJh® . 1’, Cosgr°ve has by Raymond Cosgrove at the
belief. (It was for Richardson that the p ay S?, hthal, PEA-K- Passage, MacLaughlin
Cosgrove wrote his first full length PE-AK- company will be able to Dining Hall Monday, December 15
play, a religious drama with St 1186 thelr technique of “streaming” at 12.00 and 7:30, Tuesday,
Paul and St. Stephen as the centrai (sP°ntaneous actln8> between the December 16 at 7:30.
characters). And although at one 
point during this phase he 
sidered monastic life, he opted for 
the opportunity presented by John 
Juliani and P.E.A.K. The irony, of 
course, is that the demands of 
working the the company required 
an intensity and committment 
comparable to the more traditional 
callings.

“I’m in a holy craft right now,”

1
R

WEDDING BANDS, 
DIAMOND RINGS, 

WATCHES, CHAINS, 
CHARMS, EARRINGS, 
BRACELETS IN GOLD 

AND STERLING

ST’C'1

10% OFF\ v-:-_
7u>
it

* *i i11
TO STUDENTS & STAFF 

WITH I.D. CARDS

DIAMOND SHOPPE
DIAMOND, JEWELLERY ft WATCHES

4 COLLEGE ST., TORONTO - 921-9055

Stong's poetry- folk night 
is anything but amateur

con-

00 SOUTH
N0UN6MAN!

Bu EVAN LEIBOVITCH After listening to the guy at the 
There had been little advance counter put down the Complex One 

notice of the Poetry and Folk night pubs because they didn’t sell
comments Cosgrove, "as holy as a weekend bar and weekend coffee down with'mSVes’and1 Tootsie

sre°LaeM^Ei$e ta«t™a Mrt * StLw^rrcrr
Enjoy Southern 
Comfort, smooth, 
sweet satisfaction 
from the South. 
Mixes with every
thing within reason 
and it’s great all on 
its lonesome. Try 
some. Y’all love it.

NOT AMATEUR

The night turned out to be 
anything but amateur. It seemed as 
if nobody could do any wrong that 
night. Hollis Rinehart started out 
and informally M.C.’d the 
proceedings. Variety was there 
from traditional to Dylan, including 
a near perfect version of the story of 
Alice’s Restaurant by TimKidwell. 
Allen Koretsky read and explained 
some excerpts from Chaucer, and 
Bob Casto read some of his own 
poetry, sometimes abstract, but 
entertaining and often amusing. 
There was standing room only by 
the time Karen Cohl and Susan 
Ungar took the stage. The per
formance left no doubt that this duo 
could easily become professional, 
switching guitars and a melodica 
back and forth and singing in 
voices perfectly matched to each 
other. When all the performers 
finished, they started over and each 
did a second set.

r

0 ISouthern
Comfort.
The Grand Old 
Drink of the 
South that 
cant be 

V imitated.

ALL
upstairs
shop STYLES

i
u

HOWICK
JEANS

»

w #
1>

iif. ’
THE BEST THING

The best thing about the night, 
which lasted until past one, was the 
atmosphere. Most of the songs were 
lighthearted, and many were 
humourous, such as the T don’t 
know where I’m going but I’m going 
nowhere in a hurry blues”. It was a 
very entertaining night, one of the 
few excuses for someone from 
Complex One to drag himself to 
Stong.

lj)**

W '

u- s
u>* ,.o\- *

VERNON'S
336A YONQE ST. TEL $87-0581 

CLOSED ON MONDAYS
VJ

SOUTHERN (IMPORT
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Phony response to phony demand

if teachers don't teach, students plagiarize
now writing for an essay service If the problem of plagiarism lies you can’t beat them, join them” that piece of paper and the social
downtown calls universities within the university’s structure, attitude. ‘‘Borrowing essays will status that comes with it’ What

factories that demand quantity are there any solutions? Should always go on,” he says. “So why not about education for pure
rather than quality.” courses become more specialized? sell them?”

Should a policy of frequent in-

continued from page 1

“It must be said that perhaps too « 
many essays are being given the 
students”, replies Ratiié and he 
offers an explanation. “There’s 
been a swing away from exams survey at York seems to confirm 
ever since York existed. I’m not this, 
suggesting that we should go back, 
but the system now constantly 
harasses students to hand in many 
and varied assignments”.

/
education?

But unfortunately, his attitude is “I still think the majority of 
terviews and consultations with understandable. “You’re always students are here to broaden their
professors be enforced? Should going to have cheating; you can’t horizons,” says David Lumsden,
course loads be reduced? Should prevent this. If you make these Chairman of the anthropology

when grades and assignments be services illegal, there will still be department. “That piece of paper
teachers actively helped and abolished altogether ? borrowing. You have to relate it to is merely an emblem for the leam-
worked with students in planning, Or, is the problem rooted in the the whole society, and it’s corrupt! ing experience.” 
researching and revising their society? The fact that term paper I think when it’s being practiced on But others, such as Doug Tindal 

Perhaps, then, the present papers, there was very little services are perfectly legal within a wide scale, there are no more a former Excalibur editor are less
system at York is to blame. Rathé plagiarism. Goranson concludes the Canadian legal system must ethics to the situation.” optimistic. “People are caught up
wonders if part of the problem is that plagiarism “in a sense, is a suggest something. Butwhat? But what about the idea of in a system in which a degree or
that instructors are not varying phony response to a phony demand. “It is a sign of a morally sick education? “In a way, society has mark is the goal, not education ”
topics for essays. Identical essays Where teachers have laid down society,” says Rathé. caused the problem” says Watson. Koenig suggests a solution if this
are handed in to the same prof and production-line requirements “People don’t see anything “It has said that you have to get a is the case. “Why not just buy a
he doesn’t even know it,” says one (without really teaching), students wrong with buying essays,” says degree to get a job, and students degree and show it to the world’”
student. have responded with production- one concerned student. “They feel here for that reason aren’t in- As term paper companies con-

“Somebody will get on to this and Pla^Trism / ^thoutrea Uy people who think it’s wrong are terested in education. A job that tinue to be supported by willing
learning). None of this justifies the off. requires a B.A. to get your foot in students, that just may happen. It’s
pratice, but it certainly makes it One York student involved in a the door is certainly dishonest.” a lucrative business for some, but

term paper company takes an “if The ideas of status and priorities certainly not for students. They lose
come into play here. Are students out economically, morally and 
cheating because all they want is educationally.

Goranson’s analysis of the 1968

He discovered that

commercialize,” adds Rathé.
A Graduate student from York, understandable.”

If students want to plagiarize, 
there are lots of ways to do it s, /

By MICHELINA TRIGIANI operate in this manner. Two others high and are usually double what 
There are at least five registered in the city, Custom Essays run by the writer gets paid. Connort 

essay writing services in Toronto Derek Sim and Termpapers Ser- charges $6 per page for un- 
and thousands in North America, vice run by Ronald Connort, are dergraduate essays and $8.50 or 
That is the consensus of people in well-organized, thriving businesses more for graduate essays. There is 
the business. But it is difficult to and appear to be honest and open also a minimum number of pages 
determine the exact number. with customers. you must buy. For the former, it is

These companies range from Sim’s business is merely an after- five; the latter, eight. This means
shoddy mail-order outfits to hours operation, but Connort’s that a student must be prepared to 
modern sophisticated operations. company is full-time employing as pay at least $30, for any essay.

If you phone Essay Services, many as 15 to 20 writers. Sim’s prices are slightly cheaper,
located on Spadina Avenue, you Connort founded Termpapers $5 per typed page. The writers on 
may find a gentleman on the line Service in 1971 when he discovered staff for both companies are 
who answers to (lie name of Larry that an American company usually graduate students who 
Anderson. He will tell you nothing planned to establish an operation in cannot find other writing jobs 
about the business but, for $21, he’ll Toronto. “I decided a Canadian 
provide written answers to all your company should get first crack at 
questions at, $7 per page. That will it.”
be an original, not a ready-made, Sim’s business survives from his 
essay. He will claim that David old Ryerson days and he maintains
Milne runs the business, that he has it for other than purely venal
lots of other deals going and that he purposes. “Derek’s (Sims) is not a
“just screws around with full-time thing,” explains Bruce
students”. Moran, a close friend. “Students

Essay Services is a perfectly get good essays here, writers make
legal company that turns out money and Derek gets a little ex-
“academic” papers for students. A tra. It’s a far more personal
sign on the wall says, “Students business.”
beware. Your prof may know you Basically, both companies 
better than you think.” Writers are operate in the same manner. A
asked to compose essays using student who wants an essay written n_____ , .
simplistic language so that provides the essay topic, in- not Tf^ra"te.e a
theachers won’t think their structions and the books needed. •pt?er®LIf 0,6 student
students too intelligent and one Often, a student is asked for a , ^tractions were not
employee there thinks that, “in- sample of his work so that writing wn^Ld the fsoff-tapic,
tellectually, it’s shameful.” styles maybe copied. he II give a re-wnte. Neither of the

Not all term paper companies Prices for term papers run fairly comPanies refunds money.
Many newspapers and

publications refuse to advertise 
essay services. “The Star hates our 
guts, ” says Connort. “They wrote 
an editorial when we first set up. In 
it, they felt we should be sent to jail. 
The Globe and Mail also wrote an 
editorial, but they accept our ads. ” 

Both Excalibur and The Varsity 
refuse to run essay service ads.

“We felt there was a feeling in the 
doctrine but of a body of thought university community that didn’t 
“capable of integrating new want this type of service ad- 
ideas”. He sees it “as an in- vertised,” explains Dave Sim- 
dependent ideology seeking clear monds, secretary-treasurer of the 
alternatives to capitalism. ’’ U. of T. paper. “It’s only a gesture.

We’re not saying it eliminates 
them.”
“The whole principle of students 

purchasing term papers which they 
will claim to be their own work is 
illegal and immoral, ” says 
Excalibur editor Julian Beltrame. 

We do not feel we should be en
couraging this type of thing for pure 
commercial profit”

Connort feels the university news

SALE
DISPLAY UNITS-DEMONSTRATORS
RECEIVERS LIST ■ SALE
310 Ample power for any apartment or 

smaller area, loaded with extra fea
tures. X W R.M.S. Ser. #00608 33995 *259. 

489" *379.Boasts channel separation of better 
than 50 dB. Low FM sensitivity. 
Capable of handling two tape decks 
56 W R.M.S. Ser #10062

A premium receiver in this popular 
power range. Independently usable 
pre and power amplifier sections. 
78 W R.M.S. Ser. #40018

Top of the line. All the features for 
the most demanding stereo enthu
siast. Power to spare. 1» W R.M.S. 
Ser. #10187

2/4 Channel receiver, with OS rego 
lar Matrix System and Sansuis exclu
sive QS vario-matrix circuit, plus 
many other outstanding features. 
Ser. #30415

1000 X

Custom Essays 2000 Xsells only 
original papers and after the 
student purchases one, he may do 
with it whatever he wishes. Term- 
papers keeps all essays on file for 
re-sale and also maintains an ex
change system with other com
panies. Ready-made essays cost $3 
per page and there is no minimum 
charge.

If a student obtains a mark lower 
than a C on an essay, Custom gives 
him a re-write. The company 
boasts that ‘‘no one has ever failed a 
course.”

559“ *449.
EIGHT

859“ *630.
QRX-5500 1099“ *869.
MISC.
TU-505 Tuner, AM/FM noise suppressor

259“ *210. 
399“ *285. 
359“ *309. 
179” *137.

switch end FM muting switch ere but 
two of the feetures that make this 
unit a great performer. Ser. #10978

TU-7500 Tuner. Two meters assure perfect 
FM tuning. FM sensitivity of 1.9 UV. 
A terrific buy at this price Ser 
#90257

Amplifier. One of the finest ampli
fier ever made by Sansui. Total har
monic distortion of below 0.1% 64 W 
R.M.S. Ser. # 90054

High efficiency compact 
bookshelf speakers. 20W 
max. input.

3 way 5 speaker floor sys
tem. Beautiful curved fret
work grille. Easily handles 
70W power.

AU-6500

SP-25

Rodney lectures at York
SP-1700

By GARY KINSMAN by showing how the same people 
Marxism is relevant as a method who objected to this “foreign 

of analysis, in the third world, and ideology” didn’t feel any problems 
the adherence to Marxism of in- with using western technology, 
tellectuals in all disciplines in the 
third world is increasing, said noted 
Guyanese scholar Dr. Walter 
Rodney before an audience of 500 
students at York recently. The 
lecture (“Marxism as a third world 
ideology”) was sponsored by the 
York Third WorldStudentUnion.

Rodney’s presentation was . .. 
generally quite well received and tatlon bY talking about the 
sparked a lively discussion among educational institutions in the 
third world students from the “metropolitan” countries. He 
audience. pointed out that in these institutions

Marxism was discriminated

519**415.
sPARTSAT^LABOURWARRANTY

8 TRACK TAPES I
Rodney’s conception of Mar

xism is not that of a “static”
ROXY MUSIC. SHA/NA/NA. RAY CHARLES, SERGIO MEN DES. 
B.B. KING, STEVIE WONDER, MARVIN GAYE, ISAAC HAYES. BEE 
GEES, MELANIE GENESIS. RARE EARTH. TEMPTATIONS. JOAN 
BAEZ, FACES LOBO, MANY OTHER ARTISTS.

M.99Rodney concluded his presen-
WITH THIS AD

RECORDS
CHECK THESE PRICES 

MAIN COURSE-BEE GEES 
MINSTEL IN THE GALLERY-JETHRO TULL 

WIN LOSE OR DRAW-ALLMAN BROTHERS
growing acceptance of Marri am in against and “submerged under the „ 
the third world stems from “the dominant ideology of the ruling 
growth of classes”, particularly the class" He proposed that third 
“petit-bourgeosie”, in third world world students practice “in
countries, from as well as “the teUectual guerrilla war" against _________ . . ...
failure of bourgeois thought to the ideology of the ruling class to P®!*?1* are abusing lus rights as a 
deliver te^Pin tothiS develop. Marxism which could be to , free enterprbe
world. In a number of countries the •* "f *° druggies In the third It a a legal savdee, be
beginning o, the building of
socialism has shown that socialism Rodney has written several down-right censorship ’’
canwork, according to Rodney. books, including The Groundings He realises, though that after 4

Rodney responded to the With My Brothers, A History of the years in the business blocking out 
suggestion that Marxism is “a Upper Guinea Coast 1,545-1,800 and Ms ads will not break the company
foreign ideology” in the third world How Europe Underveloped Africa. “It’s a little too late,” he chuckles

♦4.59
*4.99HISTORY-AMERICAS GREATEST HITS 

ONE OF THESE NIGHTS-EAGLES
THESE ARE NOT TIME SPECIALS OR DAILY SPECIALS. 
BUT OUR REGULAR MARKED COMPETETIVE PRICES. 

QUANTITIES LIMITED. ONE PER PERSON

/tercohou/
4699 (cede street,clowns view,ontano, 661-2849

OPPOSITE HA IN INI RANCE TO YORK UNIVERSITY
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Copenhagen: city of dreams and black mesh stockings
By STEVE MAIN that is ifl were paying the tab. desire may be bought. stairs was proving most difficult. I could manage was undoing her

ep SU Stl BUR BBSS
tt also marks the first time in my m such a way as not to allow any of ERO House, which is one of your triggers the alarm. We started kissing briefly after

life that I have paid a woman to light to shine through. Which typical Danish sex shops. After a few moments a girl, about wMch I bïan pBg withKar
make love to me. And, quite means also that youare looking at For a moment, trying to make up five feet, wearing a two-piece wine both with mytonguSby blowLg 

18 f k eXfe"!nCe that 1 hewindows to the bedroom where, my mind between attending the coloured array came out. Her top into it After some m?mentai7and
would be most hesitant to repeat: for a price, almost anything you Aparks concert or walking up the was a loose affair, secured by a noticeable enTo^Sîïïn her p^rt

string that supported her breasts Sophie asked that I not play with 
while at the same time letting the her ears. At all. 
casual observer know that very During the course of the next 
™ e ^?rt„ wou.jd,be o^dod to hour, the services were rendered. If 
remove it-Her skirt, which I later we had both not been so detached 
found to be slit on both sides, was they may even have been rendered 
long and her legs were housed m satisfactorily. The experience with 
black mesh stockings. Sophie was my first in three years

After the few preliminary hi which a sheath was used, and 
questions I had ascertained that a making love with one, robs me of 
massage would be 150 DKR (there any sensitivity of feeling 
are about five and a half to the throughout the experience. Couple 
dollar). We went up another flight that with a woman who is sighing 
of stairs where Sophie, as she called with her eyes closed one minute, 
herself, unlocked a door, marked and then looking at her watch the 

no entry in both Danish and next; it makes for an emotionally 
English. The opened doorway disquieting experience, 
revealed a bed on the left hand side 
and a vase on the right which 
contained a green plant. Beside the 
bed to the right was a chair which 
was next to a table that had, among 
other things, a yellow container.
Time was to show that the container 
held prophylactics.

More discussion followed during 
which it was learned that fellatio 
and intercourse would lighten me 
by 400 kroner. By way of ex
planation, earlier investigation had K was fate to be paired with a
revealed that Danish whores run whore who has most likely lived 
from about 250 kroner from the through more hell that I would care 
shortest length of time to 1000 kroner to consider. She has reached the 
for an authentic Danish beauty’s P0*”1 where Pride in work is just a 
services for the evening. Because of phrase bantered about by 
the type of establishment I was in, schoolboys, 
the fee was high (but only by say, 50 Sophie no longer cares. I was just
kroner). Also, it was a service to be another number in the ‘X’ numer of 
paid in advance. tricks, she would make that night,

After Sophie had returned from that week. I do not begrudge her 
delivering my 400 crowns to her detachment to the whole affair; it’s 
boss, the business at hand com- just that it was my first viewing of 
menced. We undressed, disap- what has neatly been called the 
pointingly, not each other. The best destruction of the human spirit.

HEADQUARTERS
m
\l\iy
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FOR

YORK
JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES
^rir> BLAZERS and CRESTS 

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

fjA"
I came, once, but because of my 

lack of enthusiasm, by the time I 
had to leave Sophie was under, the 
impression that I hadn’t reached an 
orgams. I perhaps shall never know 
if the sympathy in her eyes was real 
or feigned. Her concern, which was 
shown by her continual questions 
of “why didn’t you come” and “has 
this happened before” seemed 
genuine.
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401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT
PHONE 368 772V

2ND INSTALMENT FEE PAYMENT 
DATES TO REMEMBER

Last day to pay fees for Winter Term half 
courses without Late Service Charge of $25.

Last day to pay 2nd instalment of fees with
out Late Service Charge of $15.

Last day for enrolled students to pay out
standing fees

Monday, January 5

Thursday, January 15

Friday, February 13 UP THE WALL
WALL HANGINGS

HAND CRAFTED-L OCAL-IMPORTED
33 JARVIS ST. 366-4360Last day to withdraw from full courses with

out receiving a grade
Monday, February 16

WEAVINGS
HOOKINGS
QUILTS
BATIKS

TAPESTRIES 
SCREEN PRINTS 
CROCHETINGS

IMPORTED BLANKETS 
MACRAME
FURS
METAL

SAT. PM

,-r* *
1"Students who have not paid outstanding fee will 

be withdrawn from their courses as of this date 
without academic penalty unless the student has 
made a special arrangement with Student Awards 
(Steacie Science Library Rm. 110A)

"A withdrawn student as of February 16th 
fees up to and including that date plus the $15 
Late Service Charge.

* *5
u>

UNIVERSITY RESTAURANT & TAVERN
4699 KEELE ST.

(Opposite York University) 
Telephone: 661-0666

OPEN MON SAT 6:30 A.M.-1:00 A.M. 
SUNDAYS 10:00 A.M. 10:00 P.M.

owes

Last day to withdraw from Winter Term half 
courses without receiving a grade.

By Senate regulation, students who have not paid all outstanding fees and 
charges will not receive grade reports, transcript service or be considered for 
graduation until payment is made.

Students with financial problems are urged to seek advice and assistance BEFORE 
THESE DEADLINE DATES pass.

Friday, March 12 DAIL Y SPECIALS
* CHAR BROILED STEAKS
* BAR B Q RIBS
* SEAFOODS
* BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS

WE ALSO CATER TO PARTIES!

?r
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New CSL procedure 
delays student loans

m
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amended.
“All students should be assessed

By LESLIE FORGE 
York students who applied for 

Ontario Student Aid Programme on an independent basis regar- 
(OSAP) loans will have to wait an dless of whether or not they are 
extra six weeks for their loans, living with their parents.” 
Excalibur learned last week.

All loan applications currently regulations should have a cost-of- 
assessed under a new Canada living clause to offset current in- 
Student Loan option will be flationary trends, 
delayed while their forms are re
processed by the Ministry of ding student loans, contact Kay

McDonald at the Student Awards

\ V fv.
V V>

WRitch added that the OSAP

ONE FLIGHT HIGH 
46 BLOOR WEST 

TORONTO, CANADA 
921-6555

ONE FLIGHT HIGH 
46 BLOOR WEST 

TORONTO, CANADA 
921-6555

For further information regar-

IColleges and Universities.
York Student Awards director office, Stacie Science Building. 

Bill Clarkson told Excalibur that 
the CSL option was added to the 
OSAP regulations late this year 
after the majority of applications 
were processed.

“This created problems this 
year,” he said, “including the 
delay caused by the re-processing 
of the loans.”

Current OSAP regulations 
stipulate that applications must be 
submitted before September 30 to 
receive financial assistance for 
the full academic year. However, 
applications submitted before July 
1 will be processed in time for fall 
registration.

To qualify as an independant ap
plicant a student has to have spent 
two periods of 12 consecutive mon
ths as a full-time member of the 
work force, of have four or more 
years of successful post-secondary 
education, or have spent 12 con
secutive months in the work force 
and three years of successful post
secondary study.

CYSF president Dale Ritch told 
Excalibur that the qualifications 
for independent status should be

Let’s
Put your husband 

on the carpet tonight.
discuss it!•AFTERNOON SKI

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED Weekdays 3.05
Join CFRB’s 
Betty Kennedy /t 
as she interviews yflH 
Canadians and 
world leaders! J 
who make the\ 1 
news. IÊ

1
• SPECIAL SKI GROUP RATES jjcjjg* Rent a Steamex* carpet 

■■ cleaner.
He won’t mind! Not when he finds 

W^ËP' out how much you’ll save! And 
" Steamex is as simple to use as a 

vacuum. Six power jets loosen 
and lift out harmful ground-in dirt 
Dries quickly! Add years to the 
life of your carpet.

1m
f i

OFFERED TO UNIVERSITY y
•t9 1STUDENTS

‘ If ’
CALL m■832-2698

b,* jfm Ii
1

RentMthe pro

JmW It Pays to deal with Specialists!^
ffl Und BtrW Portabh TVs.....................*49 I
■ Uad Colow TVs............................ *20 B
■ How. 19" RCA Colow TVs............... *3(9 H
IB! Portable Phonos 6 Recwders.............. *99 If
IH Phdips Modular Stereos...................*199 I

ÉI; I 'S
V;
* -à

■»

namay

carpet cleaner
447-2493mmÜEHÎÎ !!|l ill ,5

î'*'wsiiweo,l5.

FINCH TV Mississauga 277 3178 Scarborough 7599344 
(««dale 743-3297 Markham 499 3033 

743-9010 Downtown 368 4224 
294-5793

Weston
Dow nsview 630-7441 Markham

SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL S 
5307 YONGE ST. 
fçnrnrr McKee)

RENT ALL LTD
223-6700 For professional carpet cleaning t Steamex dealership info, call 447-2493

Classified Ads
wmmmmmmmMMMa
EXPERIENCED ACCURATE TYPIST at
home. Essays, theses, etc. Electric typewriter.
Fast, neat work. Rush jobs no problem. Call 
Sharyl - 491-2423.

HARBINGER 
Community Services
Information...Counselling 

...Referrals
BIRTH CONTROL 

ABORTION 
VENEREAL DISEASE 
DRUGS/ALCOHOL 

SEXUALITY 
also

WOMEN'S SELF-HEALTH GROUPS 
MEN'S CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING 

GROUPS
SEXUALITY EDUCATIONALS

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING of essays, 
projects etc. Done at home. Paper supplied, 
call Laura at 491-1240.

500 USED 
FUR COATS 
ft JACKETS

Top Quality - From $19.00
Many like new, all types of furs. 

Also new coats from $99.00

FURS BY SHAPIRO
3364 Yonge Street - 481-9690

QUEBEC SKI TOUR Dec. 27 Jan 1 $85. 5 
full days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne. All tran
sportation, b deluxe accommodation in
cluded. For information b brochure write 
Canadian Ski Tours, 25 Taylorwood Dr., 
Islington, or phone Gord Allan 749-6900.

SILVER CHARM BRACELET. Nov. 18. 
Vicinity Ross, Curtis, Parking Lot DD. 
Reward. Call 742-2730 evenings.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST wishes work to do 
at home. Convenient area — Finch and Duf- 
ferin. A-1 copying of manuscripts, thesis, 
exams etc. Call anytime 630-4321. Carol. London Student Group

A rental of T.V. 
and Stereo

17"....... $10.
21"....... $12.

Flights at Christmas 
departing Dec. 18 

and returning Jan. 05SUNSHINE SPECIALSFAST, ACCURATE TYPING, rush work no 
problem. Jane/Sheppard. Call Ida 249-8948.

$333.00Freeport - $29700
Dec. 20 - Dec. 27

Nassau - *259°°
Dec. 14 - Dec. 21

Book Now With:
A.O.S.C.

44 St. George Street 
Toronto (416)962-8404

TWO EXPERIENCED TYPISTS: for essays, 
theses, manuscripts. Electric or manual 
typewriters available. Please call Newmarket 
895-8502 any time after 4 p.m. .

Free Service 
One month minimum 667-3509 or 667-3632Vancouver Charters 

At Christmas - $179.00
ESSAYS, THESES, ETC. expertly typed. Ex
cellent service. York da le area. Mrs. Fox, 
783 4358. 636-6667 Nassau - $309°°

Feb. 15 - Feb. 22 
Feb. 22 - Feb. 29

Rm. 214 Vanier Residence 
York University

Price includes return jet 
transportation from Toronto 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. 

Monday - Fridayfinch ft Weston Road
— 10 minutes drive to York university

—detached brick, 4 bedroom bungalow

—2 baths, modern kitchen

—finished 26x23' recreation room, in full 
basement

— lovely built-up residential area within walk
ing distance to 4 different schools, shopp
ing and transportation.

TAKE MY NUMBER and call tonight if you 
want your essays typed just right. Fast, 
accurate, reasonable. 491-8063.

Dec. 20 - Jan. 03 
Dec. 22 - Jan. 05

All holidays include flights from Toronto 
and return, accommodation, some with 

meals.
Book now with:

Book Now With:
A.O.S.C.

44 St. George Street 
Toronto (416)962-8404

COUNSELLING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

CENTRE

A.O.S.C.
44 St. George Street 

Toronto (416)962-8404

FIRST CLASS TYPIST. will do 
miscellaneous typing at home. Fast, accurate, 
efficient and reasonable service. 5 minutes 
from campus. Ring Lynn 636-4816 between 
800 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. IBM electric 
typewriter. *YORK UNIVERSITY

Full price $79,900.00 

UNITED TRUST 

Mrs. Roell 249-7691

DENTAL SERVICE
By Appointment

— Individual and group 
counselling

—Academic Aid
— Community service 

Room 145 B.S.B. 667-2304 
Open Mon - Fri 9 am - 5 pm 
24 Hr. Emergency 667 3333

DISCOVER ISRAEL 
THIS SUMMER

$845110

FAST, EXPERIENCED TYPIST to do home 
typing on electric typewriter. Will do essays, 
thesis, etc. Rhone anytime, 638-7078.

Rm. 114 Founders Residence 
Tel. 667-6327 or 749-6631

TAPE RECORDERS, receivers, amplifiers, 
turntables, Sony color T.V., decks and 
speakers. We carry famous brands like Sony, 
Akai etc. For quotations call Dave Bhasin at 
493-3575.

FAST ACCURATE TYPING of 
projects, etc. Electric typewriter, paper sup
plied. Please call Irene at 493-1587.

essays.

30 days on Kibbutz 
17 days of touring 
round-trip flight 
from Toronto. 

Ticket valid for 1 year.

Downsview flowers 
and thingsEXPERIENCED. FAST. ACCURATE 

TYPING at home. Electric typerwritei 
Theses, essays, etc. Karen. 491-6760

DRIVER TRAINING now available on cam
pus or at home. Call John at 463-3073 for fur
ther information.Why Freeze?

Fur - Coats jackets and stoles 
used $10. up. New $99. and up -

Paul Magder Furs
202 Spadina Avenue

Store hours - 
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Sat 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

363-6077

Jane £r finch Mall
(Food City Entrance)Stopover in Europe. 

Departs: May 2
FAST. ACCURATE TYPING of 
theses, etc. Electric typewriter. Please call 
638-5775 weekdays after 7 p.m. or weekends.

essays.

630-3251 FOR CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
PLEASE CALL 

667-3800

More Info: speak toESSAYS. THESIS, manuscripts, etc. Typed 
fast and accurately by experienced secretary 
at home. IBM electric typewriter. Call 633- 
1713, Finch/Oufferin area.

Flowers for all occasions 
We specialize in weddingsLou in S101 Ross
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The consummate athlete Yeomen sweep weekend game; 
rebound from early 3-0 deficitx■m®

By TONY MAGISTRALE
Two victories over Queen’s 

Golden Gaels on the weekend 
moved the York hockey Yeomen 
into a second-place tie with the 
Laurentian Voyageurs in the tough 
Eastern division of the OUAA 
hockey league.

Playing at Queen’s, the Yeomen 
dumped the Gaels by scores of 4-3 
on Friday, and 6-1 on Saturday.

In Friday’s game, Queen’s fought 
tooth-and-nail with the Yeomen in 
building up a three-goal lead at the 
end of the first period. In the 
second, however, breakaway goals 
by John Fielding and Rick Martin 
put York back in contention. Then, 
before the five-minute mark of the 
third period, Doug Sellars tied the 
game at three apiece. Bob Wasson 
scored the winner for the Yeomen 
with about ten minutes remaining.

The 4-3 score was indicative of the 
close play in the game, and of 
York’s goaltending. Peter Kostek 
appeared shakey in the first period 
when he let in three goals, but 
rebounded to shut out the Gaels in 
the final two periods.

For two periods on Saturday, it 
began to look like York and Queen’s 
would battle in a manner similar to 
that of Friday’s game.

No scoring took place in the first 
period, and at the end of the second,
York barely held on to a narrow 2-1 1 
lead. £

The third period, however, J 
proved to be a different story, as the |
Yeomen took complete control of 3 __________
the game, scoring four unanswered ^ockey Yeoman Ron Hawkshaw relaxing after victory. Hawkshaw, 
goals to skate off with a 6-1 decision. Yorks third leading scorer over the season, collected a goal and an

Brian Burtch led the Yeomen assist over the weekend, 
with two goals, while Ron The two weekend triumphs may At this point the Yeomen are 
Hawkshaw, Aidan Flately, Peter Provf to be York’s first step out of three points behind the division-
Titanic, and Roger Dorey each 016 depths of inconsistency. They leading Varsity Blues. A win in 
notched singles in the victory. were 016 team’s first back-to-back their next game (which is against

wins of the season, and they give the the Blues) would give them sole 
Yeomen their present 4-3 record.
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By MYLES DAVIS
I In these days of over-paid, under-talented professional athletes 
j whose only effort comes from lugging home their pay at the end of 
I the week, it comes as a pleasant surprise to find out that there are 
I still a few talented athletes who feel the glory days of past years 
| can become a reality in the 70’s.
J Ev Spence is one of those.

Spence is perhaps the finest all-round athlete at York. The tall 
muscular physique; the effortless speed and agility; the cool 

I composure in the midst of a championship battle: are all there in 
I Spence. Ken Corfield, a former student and Yeomen football 

player, calls him ‘ ‘The athlete’s athlete”.
TVo years ago, Spence won the athlete of the year award at York 

aside from gaining a berth on both the UUAA rugby and oasKetDaii
nSSfcB^^c^°^rIW™,,atWeteS’S|XnCeiS

“Affar the campus jock thing goes though, I really don’t know 
I about that,” says Spence. “I just go out there and do what I’m sup-I classes on üm"” ^ S play 016 sport I m involved in, and get to my

J.S,P,en?eLcame to York four years ago, primarily because he 
disliked the hustle and bustle of the downtown U.ofT. campus. As he 

I explains: “It’s a much more relaxed atmosphere here at York. With I feelin^”ber °f CaFS and Pe°Ple downtown, you get a very tense
j Spence is not unlike most other students. Now in his fourth year he

is majoring in physical education (with hopes of someday teaching 
the subject ), and minoring in mathematics. He’s usually quiet and 
composed, giving as much thought to his next lecture as to his next 
game.

With the amount of time he devotes to practice, one may well ask 
about his social life.

“My social life is a little lean right now because of the time I spend 
in practice (about 10-15 hours per week), so I don’t really get that 
much time to go out,” he says. “As for studying, I try to get it done in 
between classes during the day. I «guess I do have a pretty tight 
schedule.” °

Aside from his involvement in sports, Spence wants to work with 
younger people, between the ages of nine and 12. “I think Canada’s 
key to becoming prominent in international competition, lies in the 
development of sports ability in younger kids. Physical education is 
almost completely lacking at the public and junior high-school 
level; I don t think the kids are taught enough in that area The

mght now, the federal government has grants which they give 
out to the top athletes to help them improve their skills. In other 
words money only goes to the ‘elite’ of Canada’s athletes, whereas 
the kids from down under’don’t get anything.” j

Many athletes of Spence’s calibre would undoubtedly call them
selves ‘naturally gifted’. Perhaps they’re right. For Spence 
however, the road to personal success has been, if not extremely 
long, certamly a most trying one. He feels that hard work, more than 
anything else, is the key to athletic prominence. j

1T remember one of the coaches once telling me that if I worked 
harder than I had to, then my skills as a ballplayer would improve.
In high school, I used to go to the school at night whenever I had the
^onewh?chrve^lws^tri^tcikee((inmind,”aC’*Cema*teS‘,er’eC‘' 

Coaching is another aspect of sports which Spence feels strongly 
about. I d have to say coaching is a much more difficult part of the I
fï"*, I ve seen situations where the five best high I
school basketball players m the city have been on one team, yet 
they ve lost a championship because they weren’t coached I 
property; they weren’t moulded into a cohesive unit. The coach is I 
the man who has to get everything together for his team ”

Spence looks at the sports scene in this decade with a more op
timistic eye than most, and feels that in manv areas vast im.pPrnZe£fhe beïümade; “Au you have to jo is look at a few I 
changes that have^been made m basketball recently, such as the I

3(>?econd clock>10 realize that efforts are ^ihg ' 
made all of the time to upgrade the quality of the game »

/
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York beats 
Blues, 88-71

possession of second place.

wk7r(m
Dr. Labib
Squash tips

The

The York basketball Yeomen 
had on their springiest running 
shoes Friday night, 
rebounding the Varsity Blues and 
shooting their way to their fourth 
straight victory in regular season 
play.

Led by their top shooter, Romeo 
Calligaro, the Yeomen pulled 
down 41 rebounds to Varsity’s 26, 
enabling them to beat the Blues 
88-71.

The victory strengthened York’s 
hold on first place in the OUAA’s 
eastern division and upped their 
record to 44).

York trailed 42-35 at the end of 
the first half, and at one point in 
the game, were behind by 12 poin
ts. In the second half, however, 
the Yeomen rallied, scoring 46 
points to 29 for the Blues.

Calligaro, who is rapidly gaining 
the reputation as a trigger man in 
York’s explosive offense, scored 
33 points on the night. Ted Galka, 
also a big shooter in recent games, 
added 14 points, while Ed Seibert, 
Chris McNeilly and Ev Spence 
each netted over 10 points.

Brian Skyvington scored 17 poin
ts for the Blues, who are now three 
wins and one loss for the season.

So far this year, the Yeomen are 
batting 1,000 in picking the right 
time to win basketball

out-

lob
We have already discussed and swing upwards towards the 

various defensive shots which ball. Don’t try to smash the ball 
will allow you to get out of trouble with a convincing blow; make
when your opponent’s pressing, an effort to push it up slowly, off 
Now we’ll look at an all-purpose the front wall and back over 
shot which can be used as either 
an offensive or a defensive

your opponent’s head.
If youhit the ball too hard it will 

manoeuvre in almost any hit the ceiling of the court and 
situation. you will lose the point. However,

_ ü you do not stroke the ball
The most appropriate tune to firmly enough, chances are your 

use the lob is when you are opponent will play a quick volley
struggling to return your op- while it’s in the air and force
ponent’s shot at the front of the you into a difficult return shot,
court. The most effective type of lob

Perhaps the most important to play is the cross-court lob 
attribute of the lob shot is that

Thig shot is known as the lob.

This shot involves meeting the 
you can play it sucessfully no ball at one side of the court and 
matter where your opponent is hitting off the front wall towards 
positioned on the court. If the the back of the other side of the 
shot is executed properly, it will court. If played correctly, this 
force him to the back of the court shot can give even the most 
and, due to slow speed at which proficient of players a difficult 
the ball is travelling, will give time in returning, 
you time to recover and position Remember to always keep an
yourself at the centre of the eye on the ball before and 
co.urt . . , during the stroke. Keep your

In playing the lob, use the legs bent at the knees and 
*- same stroke as in the drop shot stretch slowly towards the ball

Keep your racquet-face open to insure proper timing,

games.
They’ve lost four of eight games 
they’ve played, but none of those 
defeats, have come in regular 
season play.

Last week, the Yeomen lost 
what could have been a heart- 
breaker to Laurier by the score of 
101-100, but it being only an 
exhibition match, the York 
players walked off with more 
smiles than frowns.


